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Simulation and Performance of a Statistical Multiplexer in an ATM
Network 

Author Diarmuid Corrv 

Abstract

This report examines some of the issues arising m the implementation o f statistical multiplexing 
m a broadband Integrated digital services network (B-ISDN) by analysis and simulation The B- 
ISDN concept is introduced and described A review o f the current areas o f research is given 
along with some of the important issues as they relate to telephone traffic The report then 
focuses on the problem o f multiplexing voice traffic

A typical voice source is analysed and the traffic characteristics which result are described The 
concept o f statistical multiplexing is mtroduced A review of the current literature studies 
relating to the problems of analysing multiplexed sources is given, with particular reference to 
the concept o f  cell level and burst level queues being separate and disparate components 
requiring different analytical approaches Several models are mtroduced including the 3-state 
model not previously described in the literature

The queue behaviour resulting from a large number of superposed lmes is analysed as a 
simplified Markov process and the results are used to argue that it is not feasible to provide 
buffers for nodes which multiplex a large number of low intensity sources The problem of 
scaling small models up to realistic situations is discussed

An approach to simulating the problem is described along with algorithms for implementing the 
basic elements A senes of results derived from the described simulation are presented and 
analysed The report concludes that statistical multiplexing is feasible, but with certain limits as 
to the type of traffic which can be supported
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1. Introduction and Scope

1.1 Introduction to the ISDN

The Integrated services digital network (ISDN) is the current generation o f the traditional 

telephony network. It replaces the old analogue form of wide area network with an entirely 

digital implementation. Data is transmitted along the network in ones and zeros representing the 

original data form. Because all data can be represented in a digital form the ISDN offers more 

than just voice carrying capabilities. It is called an integrated network because data, regardless 

o f it source, can travel along the same link, Thus voice, video and fax transmissions can all 

share the same network. This opens up a whole range o f possibilities. Apart from the large 

range o f  services which can be carried, the digital implementation enables some intelligence to 

be built into the network which broadens the range o f services which the network providers can 

offer the customer. These include call diversion, call waiting alert, free phone numbers and 

other services previously impossible. Mobile calls can integrate seamlessly since the data is 

transmitted digitally (albeit over a different type of link).

W ith the ISDN the aim of utilising the (almost) world-wide telephony network to provide 

everything from news, video, data and voice communications becomes realisable. The limit o f 

today's network is the physical link. As technology improves the bandwidth o f the link 

increases opening the range o f services that can be carried. The new network is known as the 

Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN).

The B-ISDN presents new challenges in network management, resourcing, control and 

cost/performance ratio. Work has been going on to address these problems over the last ten 

years but much research remains to be done. In particular the areas o f error control, network 

policing, network resourcing and protocol management are under active consideration. A 

related problem is that o f source characterisation, whereby efforts are being made to determine 

what parameters o f the wide range o f possible data source presented to the network, are 

important with respect to network performance.

The work detailed in this report has been carried out under the auspices o f the European 

Sponsored Programme for Advanced Technology. It concentrates on the area o f network 

resourcing and in particular on the problem o f statistical multiplexing.

1.2 Statistical Multiplexing

A statistical multiplexer aims to maximise network utilisation by using all the available 

bandwidth all the time. This is possible because some sources do not utilise all their bandwidth 

all the time allowing other sources to share the same channel. A typical example is voice which
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is usually encoded with built in silence detection This means that no data is sent while the 

person is silent (Silent in this regard includes the space between syllables, words and sentences 

as well as the longer speech pauses and listening silences) Typically, a person is only speaking 

for 35-40% o f the time that he/she is on a call This means that if  we have 100 active lines 

coming into a multiplexer, only 35-40 o f them will be active at any one time If we want to 

fully utilise the output channel o f the multiplexer we could mcrease the number o f inputs to 250 

(100 x (100/40)) and on average only 100 of them will be active at any one time However, we 

still need to be able to deal with the situation when more than the average are active without 

noticeable loss o f network quality The problem is to balance network efficiency against quality 

of service by varying the number of inputs or providing buffers in the multiplexer

The problem is complicated by the fact that the sources may not be homogeneous, that some o f 

the sources may require differing bandwidth at different times and that there is a limit to how 

long a single node can delay a packet o f information by buffering it These problems have not 

been overcome and the current set o f CCITT standards for the B-ISDN do not permit statistical 

multiplexing (the total input capacity to a node must not be greater than the output capacity) 

Nevertheless, statistical multiplexing offers strong cost/performance advantages m the future 

and will almost certainly be implemented in some form

1.3 Objectives of Thesis

This report looks at a particular implementation of a statistical multiplexer by simulation and 

draws some conclusions with respect to the performance which can be achieved and the source 

parameters which most affect this performance

1.4 Report Structure

The report is divided mto seven chapters This chapter provides an introduction and overview 

of the report

Chapter 2 looks at the broad picture The method of data transmission on a B-ISDN is 

described m detail An overview of all areas of research is given with a brief description of the 

solutions which are being investigated From this broad overview the rest o f  the report focuses 

on the issue o f multiplexing

Chapter 3 provides a detailed analysis o f a reference source (voice) which will be used to 

analyse multiplexer performance The method of encoding voice is discussed and a detailed 

picture o f the resulting traffic is provided The multiplexing problem is defined, and a 

modelling concept is presented A Markov model for a source is introduced which forms the 

basis for discussions m chapter 4 A survey of current literature on the topic is presented and 

the range o f analytic models bemg examined is discussed Two models m particular are
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discussed in some detaiJ because they both address the two-state nature of the multiplexer 

system performance Finally a three state Markov model is described This chapter contains all 

the definitions for the terminology and variables which are used throughout the rest o f the 

report

Chapter 4 is a detailed description of the simulation approach used It describes the source code 

m some detail in terms of an object oriented model

Chapter 5 analyses multiplexer queuing behaviour m detail The two components of multiplexer 

queues are descnbed and the issue of large scale systems is discussed Utilising some of the 

models descnbed m chapter 3 a simple equation is derived which gives an insight into burst 

mode queue behaviour Utilising simulation results, sub-burst mode queumg is discussed

Chapter 6 presents a series o f results from simulation runs Some of the implications and 

explanations for the results are given The results show the system sensitivity to traffic load, 

buffer size, source characteristics and source mixtures The performance of the 3-state Markov 

model as compared to the "direct" simulation is analysed and is found to be similar

Finally, chapter 7 summarises the results and concludes with suggestions for further study
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2. Transmission over Broadband Networks

2.1. Introduction

The focus of much recent work in telecommunications has been on Broadband Integrated 

Services Digital networks This chapter is a brief introduction to the B-ISDN and outlmes some 

o f the work that is taking place It provides an overview of the area within which the work o f 

this project takes place

2.2. Transmission modes in B-ISDN

2 2 1 Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network

The evolution of telecommunications networks continues to take place Up to twenty years ago 

the network was analogue, with large electro-mechanical exchanges providmg the switching 

functions Traffic earned on the network was exclusively voice, in the form of analogue signals 

with a maximum bandwidth of 4kHz Developments in digital coding techniques and the 

availability o f technology to support it led to the gradual integration of digital transmission o f 

data which worked m tandem with the analogue network As technology improved the scope of 

the new network was expanded to mclude data as well as voice transmission and the concept of 

an Integrated Services Digital network was developed (ISDN) IS]

Coupled to the evolution o f the network is a global standardisation effort controlled by the 

Consultative Committee on Telegraphy and Telephony (CCITT) This has seen the gradual 

elimination o f disparate networks and the provision of a set o f global standards facilitating the 

linking o f networks across the world

While ISDN is being implemented throughout the world, advances in technology have set the 

stage for the next generation of telecommunications networks The introduction o f fibre-optic 

transmission media and improvements in VLSI switching technology has presented the 

capability o f increasing the bandwidth o f telecommunications networks dramatically, allowing a 

wider range o f services to be provided Current digital network capabilities are typically about 

64kbit/s which is adequate for speech, some electronic data and very low resolution visual 

signals The new technology allows transmission speeds of 155Mbit/s and beyond openmg the 

door to video, HDTV and high speed data signals bemg transmitted, along with the traditional 

services [K] This opens a whole new market to the network providers and radically alters the 

face o f telecommunications The new network is referred to as the Broadband Integrated 

Services Digital Network (B-ISDN)
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The CCITT is the world-wide body responsible for defining and maintaining standards for 

telecommunications It is part o f the International Telecommunications Union which is a UN 

treaty organisation The CCITT generally releases a new set o f standards every four years, and 

has been working on digital telecommunications and ISDN since 1968 The relatively recent 

developments m B-ISDN mean that the standardisation procedure is still very much in progress

2 2 2 Transmission Modes

The range o f services that B-ISDN can carry is potentially enormous Some services (such as 

data) have a clearly defined bandwidth requirement which is quite low while others (such as 

video) are "bandwidth hungry" The situation is further complicated by the fact that some 

sources have a vanable bit rate and the peak bit rate requirements may be an order of magnitude 

or more above the average This presents several problems in terms of implementation Smce 

all o f these services share the same network it is desirable that bandwidth be allocated m an 

efficient manner It is also desirable that such allocation can be altered dynamically as traffic 

characteristics change For example, the cessation of a high-bandwidth call should allow the 

newly released capacity to be allocated to several low-bandwidth calls This benefits the 

network in improving cost-to-performance ratios and benefits the customer in that he can be 

charged only for the bandwidth he actually uses

All transmission requires a standard for dividing the available transmission bandwidth between 

the vanous services requiring that bandwidth Originally an exchange simply hard-wired one 

pair o f low bandwidth copper wires to another pair for the duration of the call With increasing 

bandwidth and sophistication in technology vanous ways of multiplexing several calls onto one 

channel were devised A popular paradigm m telecommunications networks is known as 

Synchronous Transfer Mode (STM)

STM transmits data by allotting time slots within a larger frame to a particular channel Every 

subsequent frame therefore carnes data for that channel in the same time slot, a channel is 

identified by its time slot Higher bandwidth requirements are met by allotting the appropnate 

number o f time slots per frame to the channel This method suits digital transmission
t

technology and fixed demand services (1 e services with known and invanable bandwidth 

requirements) Using STM current ISDNs carry data in several predefined channels (normally a 

16kbit/s channel and two 64kbit/s channels known as 2B + D)

The problem with this method is a lack of flexibility When extended to broadband networks 

the system would require an expansion of the number of channels and range of bandwidths 

available Because the overall available bandwidth is carved up into certain pre-defined 

channels a high bandwidth service could be "locked out" simply because the high-bandwidth 

allocation was already used, even though the lower bandwidth allocation was under-utilised and



enough spare bandwidth was available This problem could be overcome by dynamic allocation 

but the processing overhead required at each node of the network would be very large

Further difficulties anse when considering some of the highly-bursty services which are 

predicted for broadband networks STM would cope with this by allocating a channel capable 

o f handling the maximum bit rate possible from the source However, the bursty nature means 

that the channel would be under-utilised for a relatively large amount o f time resulting m 

inefficient network usage To address these problems a new mode o f transmission has been 

developed known as Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)

In ATM usable transmission capacity is divided into fixed size cells Each cell consists o f a 

header containing system information and a body containing data The header (5 bytes) contains 

channel and path identifiers as well as error checking codes and other system information The 

body contains 48 bytes of data The rate at which a source generates cells can be constant or 

variable The allocation of bandwidth to a particular source is dependent on the number o f cells 

from a source accepted onto a channel Further, cells from the same source can occupy different 

physical channels allowing great flexibility in network utilisation This is permissible smce 

each ATM cell has a header which could be used for routing information However, the 

addition o f  a header field increases the total overhead for network transmission

STM ATM/Broadband
Bandwidth
Bandwidth Allocation 
Switching Speed 
Bottle-necks

Protocols

64kb/s 
Fixed 
50-100ms 
Link Bandwidth 
Transmission delay 
Up to layer 3

150-620Mb/s
Dynamic
10ms
Switch bandwidth 
Switching delay 
Layer 1

Table 2 1 Comparison o f STM and ATM

There is some discussion about the most suitable transmission structure for ATM The two 

structures under current discussion are the Synchronous Optical Network (SONET) and the 

Asynchronous Time Division (ATD) approach [JS] Both systems propose carrying ATM cells 

m frames but the structure of the frame is different in each case

The SONET frame is proposed by the US as a transmission structure It would have a bit rate 

o f 51 84 M bit/s and repeat every 125fis The frame carries system information bits (the 

transport overhead) necessary for the secure transmission of the frame and the data payload, 

consisting o f a number of ATM cells SONET has the following advantages

• It can carry ATM or STM payloads, making the transition to broadband easier
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• Some high-bandwidth services could be switched into their own exclusive SONET 

frames making "high-level” circuit switching easier The desirability of this is stiU 

under debate

• SONET synchronous multiplexing schemes allow several ATM streams to be 

combined, building interfaces with higher bit rates than normally supported by ATM

SONET does not require a framing pattern since the overhead acts as a framer

An ATD frame consists solely of ATM cells Therefore a framing pattern is required in order 

to differentiate cells Current proposals are to fill unused cell slots with a pre-defined pattern 

for framing, or to force a framing pattern in the case of all cells being full This framing pattern 

makes 100% utilisation impossible All data switching information must be earned in the cell 

headers The Asynchronous nature of ATD simplifies the switching interface and provides a 

conceptual unity with ATM

Standards have been developed for both SONET and ATD and it remains to be seen whether 

one or the other will become the de facto  standard through implementation An important 

single recent development has been the standardisation of the ATM cell format (desenbed 

above) which was released in 1990 [C l 361] Coupled with this is the work addressing SONET 

and ATD [C l 432] The B-ISDN network protocol model has been defined [C l 321] Thus a 

framework has been defined within which the details o f ATM implementation can be worked 

out

2.3. Areas of Research 

2 3 1 Active Topics 

B-ISDN presents many new problems for research The areas of prime interest are

• Error Control

• Policing/Flow Control

•  Source Modelling

• Network Resourcing

These areas are bnefly desenbed in the following sections 

2 3 2 E rro r  Control 

The speed o f Broadband networks requires that a new approach be taken to error control
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Traditionally error control has taken place on a link-to-link basis, 1 e each node performs error 

checking on received data If an error is detected that node then requests a re-transmission This 

may mean re-transmitting all packets beginning with the erroneous one, or it may just require 

re-transmission o f the bad packet The latter requires extra processing at the node to re-order 

the received packets, the former takes time

As the speed of networks grow the number of packets "en route” when an error is detected 

mcreases which means that the number of packets to be re-transmitted grows too large to be 

economical Similarly, the extra processing required at each node for link-by-link checking 

slows down transmission

Research is taking place into which method of error control is appropriate for the high 

transmission speeds encountered in broadband nets [BKTVJ It has been suggested that an 

edge-to-edge scheme with "block” error checking (as opposed to cell checking) could be the 

most efficient for ATM networks

2 3 3 Policing/Flow Control

The speed o f broadband networks has increased the problems associated with congestion 

management and flow control The fact that many packets may be in transit between nodes at a 

given time has the effect o f lessening the control feedback frequency, reducing feedback 

effectiveness and increasing instability

The classic policing method suggested is known as the "leaky bucket" approach In this method 

cells which arrive faster than the stated rate are buffered (the buffer may be 0 size) and released 

at a rate which agrees with the maximum stated rate If the buffer is full, arriving cells are lost 

[T] Other policing methods have been proposed but all share the same basic traits, unruly 

cells are dropped The effectiveness of the policing method is dependent on the control 

algorithm for the "bucket" and the chosen cut-off point for cell loss If  the stated maximum rate 

is close to the peak then cell loss is low but so is network efficiency, if it is too low then 

network efficiency improves (more calls are allowed on channels of less bandwidth) but cell 

loss probability mcreases

A compromise has been proposed ([GRVI), coined the "virtual leaky bucket" which utilises the 

fact that an unruly source may not necessarily overload the system, 1 e excess calls may be 

earned if  other bursty sources are below average rate at that time In this approach unruly cells 

are marked but passed into the network Later, the congestion management operation o f the 

network will discard marked cells if and only if the network is congested This improves 

network efficiency while decreasing cell loss probability, but requires a more complex 

congestion management algorithm
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There is some confusion over how to define congestion in an ATM network The use of 

statistical multiplexing increases the risk of transient congestion (and associated cell loss) This 

is because, with this type of multiplexing, the sum of the peak transfer rates of the transmitting 

services is generally (or permitted to be) greater than the total available bandwidth There is a 

real probability that enough of these sources may transmit a burst simultaneously to temporanly 

overload the system The effects o f this are under review One critical aspect is determining the 

parameters that describe the burstiness of a source

Solutions to the problem of congestion control are being considered Most suggestions remove 

the need for packet feedback by assuming implicit feedback (1 e no feedback implies 

congestion, or using some other parameter to determine that congestion is occum ng) The 

favoured approach at present is service denial as part o f a congestion avoidance scheme In 

congestion avoidance an attempt is made to operate the network at optimum efficiency 

(throughput — load) and avoid any queuing (throughput <  load) (By contrast, a congestion 

control scheme allows queuing but attempts to prevent packet loss) A new customer is accepted 

based on a knowledge of the present, and predicted, load on the network over the requested 

route, and service is refused if congestion is thought likely By operating at maximum 

efficiency there is a certain congestion leeway which should be able to absorb transient 

overloads due to simultaneous bursts from statistically multiplexed sources

The area of traffic control is under active consideration by the standards committees There are 

many questions which remain to be resolved This area affects allocation o f bandwidth to users 

based on stated traffic characteristics The exact format o f these traffic characteristics has not 

yet been defined For the present bandwidth is bemg allocated on a peak requirement basis 

This is wasteful o f bandwidth but is the best that can be done until a better understanding of 

traffic behaviour is achieved One implication of this is that it shall not be possible to 

implement statistical multiplexing in the current format of B-ISDN However, as a clearer 

picture emerges it is expected that some form of statistical multiplexing will be introduced

2 3 4 Source Modelling

In classical network modelling the number of customers N(t) using the network at a time tQ has 

been modelled as a stochastic random variable Customers are assumed to arrive randomly, in a 

Poisson process, and call duration is modelled as a random variable with exponential 

distribution This leads to the Erlang formulae which are used to calculate the probability of 

blocking for network resourcing problems

This classical model cannot be extended to broadband sources Cells arriving from bursty 

sources do not behave as a Poisson process Video sources are difficult to model since the bit- 

rate, burst-length and cell correlation are dependent on the type of video source Small
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variations in a scene generate a different type of traffic from sudden scene changes due to the 

video-coding algorithms normally used Various flavours of Markov Processes have been 

proposed to deal with these

In general no satisfactory model has been developed to cope with variable bit rate sources

Studies have shown that network performance is very sensitive to alterations in the burstiness of 

the source so adequate modelling is essential Long bursts reduce the efficiency o f statistical 

multiplexing The need to define a parameter (or two) which accurately reflects the bursty 

behaviour o f the source is critical to the success of congestion control and network resourcing 

techniques

2 3 5 Network Resourcing

One o f the mam problems with implementing Broadband networks is trying to predict a traffic 

profile Many o f the expected sources are not yet clearly defined, and those that are have not 

been adequately modelled The problem of network resourcing therefore requires new 

techniques to be developed

In ATM networks the processing at each node is greatly simplified (relative to STM) reducmg 

the node cost However, the introduction o f high-capacity fibre-optic links with low error rates, 

high-speed and good reliability means that the transmission cost has decreased drastically The 

node cost therefore becomes relatively high and the aim of low cost network design is to reduce 

the node cost without affecting too adversely the network utilisation efficiency

It is expected that the bursty nature of sources will permit statistical multiplexing of ATM cells 

Various approaches have been taken to determine an algorithm which utilises this statistical 

approach In general, most success has been gained by dividing traffic into classes according to 

its characteristics and considering each class to have it's  own, separate virtual network 

Research has shown that by taking account of this burstiness capacity requirements o f a 

network can be significantly reduced relative to peak-bit-rate allocation methods A similar 

improvement in network efficiency can be obtained [GRV], [SS]

The mam problem with managing the capacity is determining how bandwidth is allocated To 

do this efficiently certain parameters which provide the network with information about the 

source must be supplied The more parameters there are, the better the resources can be 

managed, but the more complex control becomes

The nature of ATM lends itself well to a simple manifestation o f a virtual network using the 

concept o f the Virtual Path Identifier (VPI) and Virtual Channel Identifier (VCI) m the ATM 

cell header [SOT], [GMP] There is a proposal that the VCI, VPI information could be place
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in the overhead section of the SONET frame but this leads to increased processing requirements 

at nodes Alternatively the information is left in the ATM cell and is processed at the ATM 

layer

The advantages of using the ATM header is that node processing is simplified The fact that the 

path information is contained in the header reduces the need for route table management at each 

node, improving throughput speed Dynamic reconfiguring of the network in event of 

congestion or failure of a link is relatively easy, and network efficiency is improved since 

virtual paths can have their bandwidth vaned dynamically

Current standards work in this area is involved with defining the signalling systems and 

requirements for signalling in B-ISDN An important aspect o f this is the concept o f the virtual 

circuit (VC) and virtual path (VP) A virtual circuit is a connection between users, a virtual 

path is a bundle of VCs which are switched and routed together The protocol for switching and 

managing these is intended for release m 1992

2.4. Conclusion

There is a world-wide drive towards integratmg a range of services on the telecommunications 

network To achieve this the B-ISDN network is being defined and refined Already there is a 

clear picture of how this network will carry traffic in terms of ATM cells and network 

protocols Many areas, such as statistical multiplexing, are still undefined however, and much 

work remains to implement these proposals

This report falls into the area of network resourcing and performance Eventually it is hoped to 

achieve greater network utilisation by taking advantage o f statistical multiplexing Within the 

context o f the standardisation procedure this is some way down the road The following 

chapters will focus in on this problem of statistical multiplexing and examine some of the issues 

which affect it
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3. Statistical Multiplexing of bursty ATM Traffic

3.1. Introduction

In this chapter the central problems associated with multiplexing ATM traffic are described 

First, the type of traffic that the B-ISDN network will carry is described Then a detailed 

description o f a particular class of traffic (voice) is given along with definitions for some o f the 

basic terms used throughout this report This traffic is used as a reference in all the simulation 

work earned out in this project The concept o f statistical multiplexing is introduced and the 

effects o f combining numerous traffic sources Finally, the queueing process that arises in the 

multiplexer as a result o f the source am vals is desenbed and some of the approaches taken to 

modelling this process

3.2. Source Characterisation

3 2 1 Types o f Sources

B-ISDN networks must deal with a large vanety of sources Apart from the standard voice 

sources there are data sources, video sources and combinations of these The behaviour o f these 

sources falls into one o f three possible categones

• C onstan t B it R ate  (CBR) These sources generate data at a fixed rate Since this data is 

being collected and packetised it is presented to the network in the form of ATM cells with 

a deterministic mteramval time These cells are delivered for as long as the source call is 

held, which is usually several minutes but could be in the order of hours or even days 

Examples are modem communications between computers and fax

•  O n/O ff Source These sources alternate between an active and an inactive state While 

active they generate data at a constant rate but generate no data while inactive Thus cells 

am ve at the network in clusters with a deterministic mteramval time between cells in a 

cluster and a random mteram val time between clusters Examples of these kind of sources 

are interactive computers and voice with silence detection

•  V ariable Bit R ate (VBR) These sources generate data at a rate which vanes over time 

The rate may vary continuously or between fixed quanta Cells from these sources am ve at 

the network with an mteramval time which vanes according to the state of the source 

Video is an example o f this kind o f source where the data rate is directly proportional to 

the degree of change from frame to frame

The important category o f bursty sources is used to desenbe any source where the data rate 

tends to vary in bursts Obviously the On/Otf sources described above fall into this category



VBR sources whose data rate vanes only between a few fixed quanta also fall into this 

category However, when the term bursty is used in this report it refers to on/off sources only,

1 e the bit rate in the off state is zero

The aim of statistical multiplexing is to utilise the silence penods in bursty sources to support 

another active source

3 2 2 C haracterising Voice

A very important example of bursty traffic is given by voice with silence detection This is the 

common form of voice transmission used today and a detailed examination o f the charactenstics 

o f this traffic illustrates much of the important features o f bursty traffic

Human speech consists of bursts o f activity (sounds) interspersed by silences Because o f its 

importance to telephony the charactenstics of speech have been closely examined and are well 

understood [B1],[B2],[G],[Y] The following terms have particular meaning in voice analysis

•  T a lk sp u rt An uninterrupted burst o f speech containing no silences

longer than the hangover time

•  Silence A penod of time in which no voice activity is detected

•  H angover The penod of time after a talkspurt has ended required to

determine whether a silence has begun

• Fill-in The minimum length of a silence between talkspurts Silences o f 

duration less than the fill-in time are considered to be part o f the talkspurt

•  T hreshold The level (in dBm) used to decide whether speech is present 

or not Sounds below this level are deemed to be silence, sounds above this 

level are deemed to be speech

The choice of hangover time in particular has a dramatic effect on the silence distnbution 

Silences are o f two types Firstly there is the inter-word or inter-sentence silence which is 

normally quite short and occurs often Then there is the silence which results from the 

conversant listening to the other person speaking These silences are normally very long but are 

not so frequent as the first kind There can be no silences shorter than the hangover time, 

therefore the longer this hangover time the less bursty the voice data becomes and the more 

important the listening silences become to the overall average silence length

The effects o f fill-in and hangover mean that it is not possible to obtain an absolute 

measurement for the statistical distnbution of speech It will vary according to the hangover,
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fill-in and threshold chosen, as well as from language to language It also differs between the 

sexes This means that when examining multiplexer behaviour it is important to understand its 

sensitivity or otherwise to the underlying traffic characteristics (Some of these issues are 

addressed in chapter 6)

The length of a talkspurt varies randomly Brady [B l,2] establishes a mean length of 1 34s 

while Gruber [G] settles on a mean o f 169 7ms Other research [Y] has come up with a mean of 

436ms The voice model used in [SVV] is based on unpublished work by Bell labs and uses a 

mean o f 352ms This model has been adopted as a standard by others and is also used in this 

project as the reference source However all sources agree that the distribution can be modelled 

as a geometric distribution

As stated earlier the distribution of silence is composed of two elements, conversational silences 

and listening silences The former are short and plentiful, the latter long and infrequent Agam 

the actual mean for silence duration varies widely according to the experimental approach,

Brady measured 1 67s and Gruber 123 9ms (it should be noted that Gruber used no hangover 

time, thus his results showed a large number of very short pauses ) The private work mentioned 

earlier uses a mean silence length of 650ms To account for the twin effects o f pauses and 

listening silence a hypergeometnc distribution can be used

Measurements on voice activity ( percentage o f time that a single conversant actually spends 

speaking) do not show the same variance as the other measurements In general it is reasonable 

to assume that the average rate will lie in the band 35 - 42 %

3 2 3 Voice Packetisation

The arrival process o f voice cells is dependant on the ATM cell charactenstics, the sampling 

rate and network control factors

There are various techniques for encoding speech The most common approach is based on 

Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) In this system the speech time signal is sampled and the 

resulting discrete samples are coded mto an 8-bit representation of the amplitude Thus the 

entire range of speech is quantised mto 256 discrete values (normally non-lmearly to improve 

the range) With this system each sample takes up 8 bits, at 8kHz resulting in an encoding rate 

o f 64kbit/s

However, speech samples show a strong autocorrelation and this has been used to develop 

adaptive systems In these systems the speech is sampled at a higher rate (normally 16kHz) 

and the actual magnitude is not recorded Instead the difference m magnitude, or the rate o f 

change or some combination based on these parameters is recorded In the limit the required 

information can be sent in 1 bit (delta-modulation) and the encoding rate is 16 kbit/s Another
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variation of this technique is known as Adaptive Differential PCM (ADPCM) and various 

algorithms exist for this which result in anything from 8 to 2 bits per sample

There is no consensus on which technique will be used m ATM networks The CCITT has 

recommendations on a 64kbit/s and a 32 kbit/s ADPCM system [CG 722], [CG 721] The 

mam effect that differing encoding techniques has is that the inter-arrival time between packets 

m a talkspurt vanes The effect o f this will be discussed below

Certain congestion control techniques may affect the packet arrival rate In particular one 

technique know as Cell Dropping (CD) may be implemented In this mechanism the most 

significant bits and least significant bits o f each sample are split up and put in different packets 

This packet pair is then sent together If there is congestion the packet containing the LSBs can 

be identified and dropped by the congested node This allows a doubling of the throughput 

speed with a negligible effect on signal quality [SKS]

The effect o f CD on cell arnvals is twofold Firstly the packets are transmitted in pairs 

Secondly the m teram val time o f each pair is twice that o f individual pairs where non-CD is 

used since it takes twice as long to "pack" the two cells

N*

-11*.

11 i i n
I I L

Fig 3 3 Cell arrivals dunng talkspurt

Fig 3 3 shows the cell arnvals dunng a talkspurt In this case there is a finite number o f 

"ticks" m which a cell may arrive Each tick is equivalent to the transmission time o f one cell 

which in turn depends on the bandwidth of the transmission medium A tick is also the 

smallest quantum of information that can be transmitted, the act o f multiplexing comes from 

interlacing cells from different sources into the available ticks on the multiplexer output lme 

The central problem is to determine how the statistical nature of the cell arnvals affect the 

queuing inside the multiplexer o f cells for which there is no room at each discrete slot time 

Each tick is 424/C seconds long, where C is the bandwidth of the medium in bits/s (There are 

424 bits in an ATM c e l l )

There is an assumption implicit in using a geometnc distnbution for talkspurt length that the 

arnvals over N lines are synchronised along ticks However, this assumption is reasonable 

smce the length of a tick is far less than the timescale involved in the talkspurt packet 

m teram vals
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The number of ticks between each cell arrival (S) is deterministic and depends on the number of 

bits per cell (B^), and the encoding rate in bits/s

S = BJ  (rate) (tick length)

The first cell arrives S  ticks after the start of a talkspurt, but the talkspurt is deemed to have 

ended immediately after the last cell arrival (1 e part-filled cells are discarded) The number of 

cell arrivals in a talkspurt is random, with a geometric distribution Thus the number o f  ticks in 

each talkspurt is also random but is a multiple of S

The effect o f CD can be considered if we note that the cells arrive m pairs (1 e in adjacent time 

slots) and double the number of bits per cell to allow for the extended encoding time The 

resulting arrival pattern is very similar to the "ordinary" cell arrivals but with a different actual 

tick length

When determining the number of ticks in each silence it is noted the length o f a silence is 

determined by the number of slots between cell arrivals Clearly

(S + l) < =  silence length <  oo

From  section 2 2 2 above we have that Ns is a random integer with a hypergeometnc 

probability distribution

Rate 64 kbit/s 32 kbit/s
Bits per Cell 424 bits/cell 424 bits/cell

S 2454 4908
No o f cells/talkspurt 53 27

Table 3 1 Typical Values

Table 3 1 shows some typical values for these numbers to give a sense of their relative sizes as 

well as the effect o f some of the cell generation parameters discussed above For these 

calculations the mean talkspurt length has been assumed to be 352ms and the mean silence 

650ms The transmission medium is assumed to be a 155 Mbit/s broadband network Therefore 

the tick length T# =  2 7 \xs approx This gives an activity rate r o f 0 35 (i e 352/(650+352))

When considenng arrivals from N sources it can be assumed that talkspurts can start 

synchronously (at the start o f a time slot) since the length of a time slot is so small compared to 

the talkspurt length However, talkspurts on one channel can commence with a random phase 

respective to talkspurts on any other channel The deterministic nature of the cell arrivals means
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that the multiplexer output will be penodic and unvarying while the number of active (in 

talkspurt) lines does not change

3,3, Statistical Multiplexing

3 3 1 Multiplexer Gain

Typically m a local node of a B-ISDN network there are a number of low capacity inputs 

entering the node and a single high capacity output leaving it While the total capacity of the 

input lines is less than the output line capacity the multiplexer will be capable o f handling all 

the inputs However, if some or all o f the inputs are bursty then there is certain probability that 

only a subset o f the inputs will be active at any one time This fact can be utilised to add more 

inputs so that the total input capacity is greater than the output capacity, but on average the 

number o f active sources will be less than the output capacity The ratio of input capacity to 

output capacity is the multiplexer gam This is the basic concept o f statistical multiplexing

The system can be fairly complex allowing a combination of source types and bit rates on the 

mputs To simplify the analysis the model dealt with here is a little different although retaining 

the fundamental properties required

Fig 3 4 depicts the model which is under consideration Voice signals are arriving on N high- 

capacity links, with only one voice source on each input link These are statistically 

multiplexed onto a single output link of the same capacity The output service time of the 

multiplexer is deterministic and is defined as one time unit (a tick) Cells are assumed to arrive 

synchronised on ticks All arrivals are queued on a First Come First Served (FIFO) basis and a 

smgle cell is removed from the queue each tick (if the queue is not empty)

Fig 3 4 ATM Multiplexer model

This is conceptually the same as having N low capacity (i e 64kbit voice) lines Further the 

model may be viewed as a subset o f a larger multiplexer, where there is a combmation of 

bursty and non-bursty sources, by reducing the output capacity by the amount o f  bandwidth 

occupied by the CBR sources Finally, VBR sources can be integrated by treating them as



V.

several sources, a CBR source with a number of bursty On/Off sources associated with it Thus 

this simplified model still has broad general application

br4

br3

br2

brl

0n/0ff3

On/Off2

On/Off 1 

CBR1

A simplistic view of how a CBR source and several On/Off sources can be used to 
represent a VBR source The VBR source in the top diagram is approximated by the 
superposition o f the four sources in the bottom diagram The load presented by the 
combmation o f sources at any given moment will approximate that presented by the 

smgle VBR source There are limitations to this approach and it can only be used for 
multiplexer behaviour analysis, not for situations where the actual source is 

important such as traffic policing

It should be noted that here it is assumed that all N  lines are carrying a call (on-line) In 

practise there will be significantly more than N  links attached to the node since not all 

customers will be on the line at the same time (The probabilities covering this can be 

approximated using the classical Erlang formulae)

3 3 2 M odes of O peration

Each voice source is an on/off source which delivers packets with a deterministic interam val 

time o f S  ticks Therefore the multiplexer has a "breathing space" o f 5-1 ticks between arrivals 

from a smgle source in which it can handle arrivals from other sources If  we define the number 

o f inputs active at a given time n, e[0, Nj a discrete random variable then we have two distinct 

modes o f operation

In the case where n < S  then the total input to the multiplexer is less than the output capacity 

This state is defined as sub-burst mode When S < n < N, more cells am ve at the input than 

can be handled m an interval o f S  ticks This is defined as bu rst m ode The characteristics o f 

queue behaviour differ radically between these two modes In general terms the queues arising 

in sub-burst mode are bounded while those in burst mode or not

The gain  o f the multiplexer in this model is given by N/S  The problem of design is to 

maximise this gam while avoiding extended periods of burst mode operation This must be
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done lender the quality of service constraints on the network which define a maximum cell 

transfer delay and probability of cell loss Since n is a random variable then while N  > S  there 

is always a finite probability that the multiplexer will enter burst mode

3 3 3 Q ueue Com ponents

The key constraints o f  cell delay and probability of cell loss are both closely related to the 

queue behaviour within the multiplexer If the multiplexer has a finite buffer then any cells 

arriving once the buffer is full will be lost It is therefore important to determine the probability 

o f a buffer o f a given size being full On the other hand, although increasing buffer size will 

reduce the cell loss probability, long buffers will lead to unacceptable delays in cell 

transmission The aim o f the current study therefore is to characterise the queue behaviour 

knowing that this can be used to derive information for the parameters in which we are
I

interested

To examine the characteristics of the queue behaviour it is necessary to examine the arrival 

process due to the superposition of n active sources There are two elements of this arrival 

process contributing to the queues, short term arrivals (micro-view) and long term arrivals 

(macro-view) In the short term, queues arise due to the arrival o f several cells in any given 

tick Only one can be served and the excess cells are queued In the longer term queues arise 

when more than S  cells arrive in a period S  ticks long Since the arrivals are periodic with 

period S  while there is no change in «, then as long as the system is in sub-burst mode the 

multiplexer is guaranteed to clear the workload presented to it at least once every S  ticks The 

short term queues (referred to as sub-burst mode queues) are therefore bounded and can never 

be more than 5-1 cells long Once in burst mode however, the queue will continue to build 

while the system remains in burst mode It will be shown later that burst mode tends to be 

persistent (relative to 5), so the resulting queues can be very long Therefore the bu rst m ode 

queues can dominate the queue behaviour

Queues are made up of the sum o f these two components In general, the cell component is a 

rapidly changing (in time) "jitter” around a mean which is largely determined by the burst 

component

3.4. Characterising Queues in an ATM Multiplexer

3 4 1  M odelling the A rrival process

To derive analytic descriptions of the queue dynamics it is necessary to develop a model for the 

multiplexer and the arrival process A wide range of models have been proposed in the 

literature These fall into one of three categories
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Modelling the individual contributions of each cell arrival

•  Modelling the superposed arrival streams

•  Approximating the arrival process with a fluid model

The aim of these models is to capture the important characteristics of the am val process In 

particular it is necessary to retain the correlations that exist in this stream since the queue is 

affected by the long term effects of small correlations [SW], [HL] The periodic nature of the 

cell arrivals produces strong negative correlation between successive m teram val times within a 

block o f 5  ticks If  looking at the multiplexed stream in a longer time scale then the mtensity of 

arrivals vanes as the number of active lines vanes There exists positive correlation in the 

am val intensities for adjacent penods

Since the phase of the input lines is randomly distnbuted with respect to each other, and the 

processes are stationary, it would seem that as N  increases the am val process for the 

superposed lines could be approximated by a Poisson process This is true for low traffic 

mtensity (not many lines active) [KJ However as traffic intensity increases the behaviour o f the 

process becomes less and less Poissonian Also as the timescale over which the process is 

viewed increases the cumulative effect o f the correlations mentioned above becomes more 

pronounced [SW] In fact a Poisson assumption senously overestimates sub-burst queues, and 

leads to an underestimation o f burst mode queues Therefore more complex models are 

required

The following sections outline the three modelling approaches 

3 4 2 Cell Level Model 

One way to view am vals from an individual lme is as an 5+1-state Markov process

a

Fig 3 5 S + 1 State Markov Model for a single lme

Here state 1 is (arbitranly) defined as the state whereby a cell is received from an active line 

State transitions occur every tick Once a cell has been received then the line will certainly not 

output a cell for the next S ticks so the system traverses the states 1 to 5  with probability 1
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After S  ticks the line will either emit another cell (if active) or not (if the line has switched to 

an inactive state)

The multiplexer can be characterised by three parameters nt the number o f cells in the buffer at 

time t t A{ the number of cells received by the multiplexer at time t, and b the size of the buffer 

Clearly

nt + { ~ m in(^,m ax(/if + i4i -‘ l,0 )) (3 4 1)

The state o f the multiplexer at time t is fully described by the random variables

(nt ,x x n x 2 r  xN t) , where x, t denotes the state of line i at time t Denote the probability

distribution of this set o f random variables by P,(fl,x) then we can use 3 4 1 above to generate

a recurrence relation

P,+1-rp ,

where Y  is some lmear operator built out of the transition matrix for the individual lines

The task of calculating T  becomes very complex as N increases making this model impractical

3 4 3 Block Level Model

The above model can be greatly simplified by considering the behaviour of the line at a block 

level In this case the +1 -state model described above collapses into a 2-state model

a

d

Fig 3 6 2-State Markov Model of a smgle line

Here state 0 is defined as the state whereby the line does not deliver a cell m the current block, 

state 1 the state where it does deliver a cell The transition probabilities a  and d are functions of 

a ,  p and S

Using this model for each line the N-input multiplexer can be modelled as an N + 1 state 

Markov process where state n is defined as the state whereby n lines are active (in state 1) A 

simplified diagram of this process is given m figure 3 7 Not all the state transition possibilities 

have been shown for clanty
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Fig 3 7 N + 1 State Markov Model for Superposed Lines

The probability o f going from state m to state n is basically binomial, although with 

contributions from all the states Each element of the NxN  state transition matrix for this 

process is given by

To fully characterise the multiplexer it is necessary to consider the queue length at any given 

time This increases the number of states m the Markov process (each state corresponds to n 

lines active with a queue length of b) so that the transition matrix becomes (bxN)\(bxN) The 

problem quickly becomes intractable

Since N  is generally o f the order of hundreds (or even thousands) this straightforward approach 

is not very useful It is also limited in that the sub-burst mode queues are not modelled A 

category o f models called Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) models attempt to 

address these problems

3 4 4 M M PP Models

A popular representation of the arrival process is as a Markov Modulated Poisson process 

(MMPP) [HL] The general technique here is to model the system as having several states in 

which Poisson arrivals occur with the rate depending on the state o f the system Ide [I] models 

an N-mput system with an ¿V+1 state Markov model, statej  being the state in which j  lines are 

active The arrival rate is simply the arrival rate of a single active line multiplied by the 

number of lines active A problem with this approach is that as N  mcreases the solution 

becomes intractably complex

p(/n,«) = P[/out of m active lines remain active ] P[n -  / out of TV -  m inactive lines become active ]
all possible I

N -  m -  n + /

A common approach is to represent the system by a 2-state MMPP In [BM LRW ] an 

interesting model is presented which attempts to capture the behaviour of the queue in both 

burst and sub-burst mode
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Fig 3 8 2-State MMPP Model of N-input Multiplexer

In this model the N -1-1-state process described above is broken into two regions an overload 

region comprising the states {5+1, 5-1-2, ,N} in which the cell arrival rate exceeds the

multiplexer capacity and an underload region comprising states {0, 1, ,5} The model has

four parameters rOL (rUL), the transition rate out of the overload (underload) state and ?̂ 0L (^UL) 

the mean arrival rate of the cells in the overload (underload) state The cell arrival rate in each 

state is approximated as a Poisson process The accuracy of this model depends on the choice o f 

these parameters

The time t  which the system spends in the OL state can be identified with a time T that is the 

time to absorption of an N-S state transient Markov process made up of the states {S, S + 1, ,

N) where S  is the absorbing state (This assumes that the system is stable and that the OL 

condition will end at some stage1) The transition matrix Q for this system can be used to 

calculate the distribution of this time [B] (the details are beyond the scope of this discussion) 

Then r0L must be chosen so that the decay of t  approximates that o f T [BMLRW ] shows a way 

o f reducmg this problem to a matter o f evaluating the maximal real-part eigenvalue o f Q and 

setting r0L equal to it The value ^ UL is derived by averaging the rates in the underload region, 

given A, the rate o f  cell arrivals due to a single active line and the various p v  the probability o f 

bemg in state t

kOL is derived by defining a new random variable, v the number of cells produced while in 

overload The details o f the derivation of XQL are not described here but the technique mirrors

calculated Given these three parameters, the last parameter rUL is chosen so that the overall 

mean arrival rate o f the process is the mean arrival rate o f the process bemg modelled, i e N r A  

, where r is the activity rate as defined m section 3 2 3 above This gives

s s

that used to generate r0L A new matrix Q* is generated and the survivor function for v is
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The results o f applying these parameters are given and compared with simulation results The 

model behaves quite well when predictmg sub-burst mode queues Using this model upper and 

lower bounds for the queue length distribution can be derived These bounds are demonstrated 

to be quite good by the numerical results presented in the paper

3 4 5 Fluid Flow Models

Fluid flow models denve from the observation that when the cell interam val times of the 

overall arrival stream are small with respect to the time between arrival rate changes then the 

discrete nature of the arrivals can be approximated by a continuous fluid flow [AMS], [T] The 

assumption loses the sense of descretisation and consequently the information relating to the 

sub-burst component of the queue However it leads to fairly straightforward closed form 

expressions for the queue behaviour in burst mode

Each of the models above has its limitations Models that try to handle the contribution o f each 

individual cell quickly become intractable Those that model the superposed streams must for 

simplicity select the parameters used to charactense the stream This inevitably leads to a loss 

of information Fluid models lose the discrete nature of the arrival process and therefore cannot 

model the sub-burst mode queueing behaviour at all Some of these limitations can be overcome 

by combining models

j

3 4 6 C om bined Models

Combined models utilise the fact that the queue at any time has two components

Qt =  Bt + ^ t

Each component can be calculated usmg a different model, the results being combined to obtain 

the overall queue characteristics

In [NRSV] , the sub-burst mode queue model presented m [RV] and [VR] is combined with a 

fluid model to provide an overall model

In the cell level case it is assumed that n < S  (1 e sub-burst mode) The queue at any given 

point depends only on the arrivals since the last time the queue was empty Because the system 

is in sub-burst mode the queue is certain to be empty at least once every S  ticks Calling the 

current tick 0, then if we take any tick u then, if the queue is empty at w, and there are 

currently x  cells in the queue then there must have been (x + u) arrivals in the time period 

[w,0] So

P[Q = x] = ?[(x + u) arrivals in [w, 0]] P[(«-(;t + «)) arrivals m [S,u\] P[QU = 0]
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Since the probability of an arrival in any one slot is 1 IS this probability is given by

Since (n - x  -u) cells have been delivered in {S-u) ticks we can define the traffic intensity p to be

n — x  — u
P  =

S - u

The probability of an empty queue at u is 1 - p which gives the final element of the equation 

Summing this probability over all possible u gives us the final expression

The burst-mode queue component can be calculated from a fluid-flow model [NRSV] present 

some ideas on developing such a model but for their numerical results they use the model 

described in [AMS] Fig 3 9 is a copy o f the results obtained in [NRSV] for the two 

components It can be seen that the sub-burst queue is the dominant force for low queue 

lengths, the burst mode becoming more important as the queue length increases The queue 

length distribution is the sura (convolution) of these two distributions This general 

characteristic will emerge m the simulation results presented in subsequent chapters

, O ^jc <,ny n<>S
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Fig 3 9 Burst and Cell components o f Queue length distribution a la NRSV
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3.5, The Three State Markov Model

3 5 1 Introduction

Having considered the range of models presented in the literature, the last part o f this chapter 

introduces a new model, corned the 3-state Markov Model, which may provide useful insights 

mto multiplexer behaviour [DB]

The fundamental difference between the 3-state model and previous models is that it deals with 

variable bit rate sources Whereas previously the mtercell arrival time of each source is 

deterministic during an active burst, in a variable bit rate source the intercell arrival is non- 

determmistic, and is controlled by some probabilistic mechanism It is interestmg to consider 

the case where such a source is chosen so that its characteristics exactly match that o f a constant 

bit rate on/off source in terms o f mean mtercell am val rate and activity ratio It is intuitively 

plausible (although by no means certain) that a superposition of many of these sources will 

behave m a manner similar to the superposition of the constant bit rate sources It is also clear 

that the behaviour will be fundamentally different m some respects due to the different 

correlations which would arise What is interestmg is to establish where this alternative model

could be usefully applied and where it might break down

3 5 2 Defining the Model

In this model we consider an on-off source with geometrically distnbuted mtercell am val times 

while on The length o f each active period is also geometrically distributed with mean TA and

the silence periods are geometrically distnbuted with mean Ts We define three states for the

lme state 0 corresponds to the line bemg in an active burst and delivering a cell, state 1 to the 

line being active but not delivering a cell and state 2 to the lme bemg mactive We consider the 

transitions from silence to activity and back to be independent of the cell transitions - in 

particular we consider that the probability that we receive a cell immediately after a transition 

to activity, or that the lme becomes mactive immediately after a cell delivery, is negligible The 

resulting model is shown in fig 6 1

Fig 6 1 3-State Markov Model for Vanable Bit Rate Line
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Clearly

p]+p2+p3= i

p 4 + p s = l

The probability that the system remains in silence (state 2) for k ticks is p sk The probability 

that a system transition from silence to activity occurs after k + 1 ticks is p^ f \ i: The mean 

time spent m a silence penod is therefore

00

f s = 1 + p £ &  + l)ps*
fc-0

The mean time between cell arrivals, S  , corresponds to the mean time spent in state 1 A 

similar argument to that for the silence length leads to

00

S = 1 + /> ,£(* + l)Pik
k=0

To evaluate the mean time spent m an active state we note that both states 0 and 1 correspond to 

an active state Therefore the probability of remaining in such a state is ( p ] + p 3) and we can

apply a similar argument to obtain

00

Ta = 1 + + +
k=0

We can solve these five equations m five vanables to obtain the following results



For the values of p i and p3 we are only interested in the real roots, so -= —  > 4 In
S  — 1

practise, this means that the line must deliver, on average, more than 4 cells per active period 

This is not a problem since m all practical circumstances the mean number of cells delivered 

per active period is substantially higher (Indeed, if  the mean was m the order of 4 then the line 

behaviour tends more towards a non-bursty vanable bit rate source and would be better 

modelled as a Poissoman system ) It is still necessary to establish which real root to accept as 

the correct one Since the probability must be positive we have

T -1

l± V l-4 z  - 2z , ( S - 1)p. = --------=--------- , where z = — -------
' 2 ( 5 - 1 )  (Ta -1 )

=> ± V l-4z > 2z -1

This is clearly only true for the positive root 

The transition matrix, P, for this system is

'0 1 0

P - P\ P 3 Pi
0 P 4 Ps.

We can use this to evaluate the stationary probability matrix n  (defined as n P = n )  with the 

result

n = P iO -P s) l -p 5
(Pi + I ) ( l - P 5) + P2 (P]+I ) ( l - P5) + P2 (p\ + l ) ( l - p 5) + p 2_

These equations allow the model to be parametensed

3.6. Conclusion

3 6 1 Scope of Current Work

The b n ef review of the modelling approaches given here serves to underline the mam problems 

associated with multiplexer analysis
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• Complexity An ATM multiplexer can have hundreds of inputs Even m the simple 

case where these are all on-off inputs with deterministic m ter-am val times when 

active, the problem of representing this quickly becomes intractable

•  Two Modes of Operation The sub-burst and burst modes of operation have distinctly 

different characteristics Models which work well to characterise one region do not 

work so well with the other In order to encompass both modes compromises have to 

be made which reduce the accuracy, or increase the complexity, o f the model

Some o f the issues raised here will be addressed m the following chapters All the models m the 

literature are based around small systems where N  is m the order of 100 and the interam val 

times of cells are short It is not clear how the charactenstics of these models scale up with 

mcreasing N , or even if it is reasonable to apply the same models to large N  This problem will 

be addressed in chapter 5 The area of prime interest is the region of operation whereby the 

length o f queues due to burst mode operation are comparable to those due to sub-burst mode 

operation, or are at least bounded with a known probability It is not o f interest to the engineer 

to model situations of extended burst mode, or of low traffic mtensity

The subsequent chapters shall concentrate on these two areas
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4. Modelling the ATM Multiplexer

4« 1. Model Definition

4 11  Introduction

To address the modelling problems described m chapter 3 it is usually necessary to simulate the 

system bemg described The rest of this report is devoted to analysing some dynamics of a 

multiplexer system This chapter describes the simulation approach that was used Some of the 

design factors affect different aspects o f the simulation results There is necessarily a trade-off 

between execution speed, versatility and flexibility

4 1 2  Model Definition

The code here is designed to model a general situation whereby there are N inputs to a

multiplexer with one output Inputs can be o f any type and input types can be mixed in any

ratio whatsoever The multiplexer contains a buffer, the length of which is defined at run time

The parameters for a simulation run are the numbei and type of inputs, the length o f the buffer 

and the initial buffer queue if  any How this general model is implemented is described m the 

following section

The model extracts the probability density function of the queue length as its primary result It 

also produces some statistics for the behaviour ot each individual lme on the multiplexer (the 

activity ratio, total number of cells delivered by the line, the total number of transitions from 

active to inactive by that lme where appropriate) as well as overall multiplexer statistics (total 

number o f  cells handled by the multiplexer, number lost, probability of cell loss, total time 

which the multiplexer spent in burst mode) Each simulation run also monitors the rate of 

convergence o f the system to a steady state This is done by taking "snapshots" of the pdf at 

various stages dunng the run and calculating the sum of the differences for each queue length 

value (see section 4 2 5) All o f these statistics help give a greater understanding of the system 

as well as serving to identify potential errors (toi example, grossly incorrect lme activity 

statistics could indicate an internal fault such as an overflow error)

4.2. Description of Model

4 2 1 Object Oriented Analysis

One o f the prime difficulties with any simulation î> that it is not always clear what parameters 

will be important, nor is it clear what information needs to be garnered from the simulation 

run The code must be written with flexibility and expansion in mind This is facilitated by
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using object oriented programming (OOP) With this approach each element o f the model is 

viewed as a separate object with its own data and functions for accessing that data The data is 

hidden from the rest o f the system which tan only access it through the object's functions The 

advantage o f this approach is that if an object needs to be redesigned to change its behaviour, 

then, as long as the interface functions remain the same, there is no need to change the rest of 

the code Objects are self-contained, re-usable blocks which have been chosen to match the 

physical characteristics of the system as closely as possible

Using this approach it is possible to define three functionally different objects within the 

model a source, an input lme and the multiplexer itself The source object represents a data 

source and completely characterises the source in terms of its traffic parameters The input line 

represents the activity of one particular line in terms of delivering cells, m teram val times, etc , 

which is determined by the type of source associ ited with the lme An Input object represents 

one possible instance o f the range o f behaviours open to a Source object due to the random 

behaviour o f the source A Source object defines the random behaviour, an Input object 

executes that behaviour The Multiplexer object represents a collection of input lines, the 

buffering, loss and delivery method of the multiplexer In any given configuration there will be 

one Source object for each source type, N Input objects and one Multiplexer object

4 2 2 Source Object

A Source is an object which completely ch iracterises a source There is a single instance o f a 

Source object for each type of source which the model supports There are four basic source 

objects defined in the model All possible sources can be implemented directly using one of the 

four base objects or a further class can be derived from one of the base objects The Source 

object hierarchy is defined in fig 4 1

The CBRSource represents the simplest type of source possible (a Constant Bit Rate Source) 

This source delivers cells with a deterministic internal rival time and is continuously active 

Therefore it can be charactensed using only two attributes

• nam e The name of the source (tor identification purposes)

• p e r i o d  The period, or mean mtercell arrival time for the source

CBRSource

CBRBurstSource VBRSource VBRBurstSource

Fig 4 1 Source Object Hierarchy (by convention arrows 
_________ point from derived classes to base class)______
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The next simplest source is the CBRBurstSource This represents a constant bit rate source 

which exhibits on/off behaviour To characterise this source the following additional attributes 

are required

•  b l o c k s  The mean length of an active period in blocks Here a block is a penod of 

time which is the mean mtercell ai rival time in ticks This is equivalent to the mean 

number of cells generated in an active period

• a c t i v i t y  The ratio o f time spent active

• a c t i v e R n g F P t r  The probability distribution of periods of activity (e g uniform,

geometric)

• m a c t i v e R n g F P t r  The probability distribution of periods of inactivity

Since not all sources provide a deterministic inter-arrival time a further category (class) of 

sources is required This is the variable bit rate source This .source is constantly active but the 

mtercell arrival time is controlled by some probabilistic mechanism This source can be 

characterised by the two attributes used tor a CBRSource with the following additional 

attribute

•  p e r i o d  R n g F P tr  The distribution ot the inter-cell arrival times

Finally a bursty VBR source can be charactered by combining the VBRSource attributes with 

the CBRBurstSource attributes

Using these four classes all types of source which can be encountered can be represented To 

make the source type invisible to the objects which use the sources each type offers an identical 

range of interface functions (methods)

•  An initialisation function which a llo w s  a ll the attributes to be specified The 

parameters passed to this function depend on which source type is being initialised

• m e a n l n t e r C e l l T i m e  () A function which returns the (mean) inter-cell arrival 

time

• m t e r C e l l T i m e  {) A function to return a number representmg the time to the 

next cell arrival For VBR sources this is random, tor CBR sources it is the same as 

the period

•  a c t i v e T i m e  () A function to leluin a number representing the (possibly random)

length o f an active burst For CBR souices this returns -1 as an identifier
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•  i n a c t i v e T i m e  () A function to return a number representing the (possibly 

random) length of an inactive burst For CBR sources this is 0

•  h a s A c t i v i t y  () A function returning the ratio of time spent active to total time

•  hasM eanOnTim e () A function to return the mean length of an active period

• hasM eanO f fT im e () A function to return the mean length of an inactive period

Other vanables and functions are contained in the Source object but aie not described here since 

they are used primarily for housekeeping 01 internal reasons Details ot how one of these 

source objects could be used to implement a source are given m section 4 3 1

4 2 3 Input Object

The Input object controls how a source delivers its packets to the multiplexer It is a 

representation of a line This object contains the core of the model There is one instance o f an 

Input object for each line Since the Input object contains the model description, different input 

objects need to be defined for different models The input object contains the following 

attnbutes

• s o u r c e P t r  A pomter to a Source object representing the source type for this line

•  a c t i v e  A flag to state whether the line is in an active state or not

•  l e n g t h  The length (w ticks) ol the cuirent state, whethei active or mactive

•  n e x t  P a c k e t  The time (m ticks) until the next cell is delivered by this line

• p a c k e t s  The total number ot cells delivered so tar by this input

•  l o s t P a c k e t s  The total number of those cells which were lost due to a full buffer 

at the multiplexer v,

• a c t i v e T i m e  The total time (in ticks) that this input has been active

•  a c t i v e  P e r i o d s  The total number ot separate periods of activity of this mput

The following mterface functions are provided tor this object

• An initialiser which allows the source type to be specified The mput is randomly 

initialised to be active or inactive If active the length of the active period and the time 

to the next tick are randomly (uniformly) initialised This means that the line is 

initialised in a "steady-state" and minimises the need foi i settling time when running
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the simulation (Results show that the system contains very little memory so the 

settling time, regardless o f initial conditions, is very short However, it is desirable to 

"kick-off" the system m a state which is as close as possible to the eventual expected 

steady-state condition)

•  A function s e r v i c e  ( )  which represents the passage in time of one tick and changes 

the state of the line accordmgly This function implements the model The function 

operates as follows

IF line is active

decrement time to next cell 

IF time to next cell is zero

deliver cell to multiplexer

generate new time to next cell (from Source)

update statistics for this line

END IF

END IF

decrement length o f current state

IF length of current state is 0

toggle state and update statistics 

update length and time to next packet

END IF

The return value o f this function determines whether a cell is delivered to the 

multiplexer or not

• m c L o s t P a c k e t s ( )  A function to update the number o f packets lost

• A selection of functions to extract the statistical information about the mput

If  a different model is to be implemented a different s e r v i c e  ( )  function would be required 

This may require a different set o f variables within the mput object Although it would be 

possible to make the Input object more general to make installing different models easier the 

resulting loss in efficiency would lead to longer simulation run times It is more satisfactory to 

rewrite the Input object description to suit An example o f this is described m section 4 3 2 

where the 3-state Markov model for a lme is used
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4.2.4. Multiplexer Object

The Multiplexer object represents the action of a multiplexer. There is one instance of the 

M ultiplexer object for each multiplexer being simulated (normally one). This object has the 

following attributes:

•  I n p u t P t r : A pointer to a singly linked list o f Input objects representing the inputs 

to the multiplexer. The linked list structure offers efficiency advantages over using an 

array or any other arrangement and allows maximum flexibility.

•  Q ueue P d f : A pointer to an array which is the size of the buffer. This array holds 

the number of instances of a given queue length and from this the probability density 

function of the queue distribution can be built up.

•  O ld P d f : A pointer to a second array which is the size o f the buffer. This array can

hold an older copy of the queue pdf for use in determining the rate of convergence of a

particular model.

• In p u tD a ta :  A pointer to a singly linked list o f source descriptors. This list contains 

all the information relating to the number and type of sources entering the multiplexer. 

There is one list element per source type. This is used for simulation management and 

documentation purposes.

• I n p u t s  : The total number of inputs.

•  Bu f  f  e  r : The size of the buffer.

•  Q u eu e : The size o f the queue at any given moment.

• P a c k e t s  : The total number of packets received by the multiplexer and the number

that have been lost due to buffer overflow.

•  B lo c k : The length of a block (equivalent to the longest mean interarrival time o f the 

input sources - this represents the period of the output stream).

• R o e : The average traffic intensity for the simulation.

The following functions are provided for interfacing with the Multiplexer object:

•  An initialiser which allows the buffer length and initial queue to be specified. An

initialised multiplexer object has no inputs - these must be added explicitly.
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•  a t t a c h  I  n p u t ( )  A function which attaches a given number o f inputs of a given 

type to the multiplexer The number of inputs is only limited by the available memory 

on the system (and run length considerations’) Only mputs o f a smgle type are 

permitted to be attached by a call to this function However, multiple calls to the 

function are allowed when mixing source types

•  t i c k S e r v i c e  () A function to simulate the passage m time o f one tick This 

function traverses all the mputs, activating their s e r v i c e  ( )  routines, and adds any 

cells delivered by an input to the buffer If  the buffer is full the cell is discarded 

Finally, i f  the buffer is not empty a cell is removed from it The statistics relatmg to 

the simulation are updated This function returns a flag indicating whether the 

multiplexer delivered a cell to its output m this tick

• b l o c k s e r v i c e  () A function to represent the passage of one block (a time period 

of the mean mtercell arrival time m ticks) This simply calls the tick service routine 

once for every tick m  a block It is necessary to use this system to maintain statistics 

about the length o f time spent m burst mode

• c o n v e r g e n c e  {) A function to provide some information on the rate of 

convergence of the model by calculating the error given by

e = £ |fW -f '(* ) |
bu ffer length

where f (x)  is the current pdf of the queue length and f ' ( x )  is the pdf from some time 

previously The function calculates and return s and saves the current pdf for future 

calls to this function

•  Various functions for extracting the statistical information

It was originally intended to extract statistics for the number of packets lost for each individual 

line thereby giving a indication o f the loss probability per lme However the algorithm 

descnbed above treats each lme m sequence and immediately discards a cell if  the queue is full 

The effect o f this is to weight the loss probability so that it is dependent on the line's position 

The probability of loss for the last line treated in each tick would be higher than that for the 

first This is not an accurate reflection of the situation m real-life To overcome this it is 

necessary to choose packets to be dropped in some random fashion Although fairly 

straightforward and perfectly feasible, this would lead to an unacceptable mcrease m the run 

time o f the algorithm so this feature was not implemented
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1 to N Input objects

Fig 4 2 Interaction of simulation objects s source types are represented by s Source objects 
Each one o f  N  inputs is represented by an Input object This object can interrogate the Source 
associated with it to determine its attributes A smgle Multiplexer object represents the entire 
multiplexer This calls the s e r v i c e  {) routine for each Input in sequence until the required 

number of "ticks" have elapsed Each s e r v i c e  () represents one "tick"

4 2 5 Integration

The three object types above are integrated by the m a i n  ( )  function This creates an instance o f 

each required source type It then creates an instance of a multiplexer object with a given buffer 

size, and initial queue length Then an appropriate number o f inputs of each source type can be 

attached to the Multiplexer object This action creates and initialises all the input objects 

necessary The simulation is then enacted by calling the multiplexer block service routme for 

the predetermined number of blocks Statistics are recorded m a log file which gives useful 

background data on the run as well as providing diagnostic information The pdf of the queue is 

recorded m a data file The file names may be specified on the command lme Data is stored in 

ASCII text columns

4.3. Expanding Model

4 3 1 Defining a new Source

All sources can be specified using one of the four classes defined m section 4 2 2 above The 

initialisation information required for each source differs however Table 4 1 gives the 

initialisation parameters
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Source Type Attributes
CBRSource Text name of source 

Interam val time
CBRBurstSource Text name of source 

Interam val time
Mean number o f cells delivered during an active period 
Active ratio
Distribution of active time as a pointer to a function which returns numbers 
with the appropriate distribution
Distribution o f active time as a pointer to a function which returns numbers 
with the appropriate distribution

VBRSource Text name of source 
mean interam val time
Distribution of mter-amval times as a pomter to a function

VBRBurstSource Text name of source 
Interam val time
Mean number of cells delivered during an active period 
Active ratio
Distribution of active time as a pomter to a function which returns numbers 
with the appropriate distribution
Distribution of active time as a pomter to a function which returns numbers 
with the appropriate distribution
Distribution of mter-amval times as a pomter to a function

To define a typical voice source, for example, the following parameters would be used 

Text Name "voice”
Intercell arrivals time 2000 (based on a time unit o f 2 7|is)
Mean number of cells during active period 53
Active ratio 0 35
Distribution o f active period geometric
Distribution of inactive period geometric

To define the distributions a function must exist which returns random numbers with geometric 

distribution The function call to build the source (assuming that the random function is called 

georandgen( ) )  is then

CBRBurstSource("voice", 2000, 53, 0.35, georandgen, georandgen),

Different distributions can be represented by passing different function pointers However, all 

functions used must have the following C declaration format

long  fu n c (d o u b le ) ,

The parameter to be passed to the function is stored m the Source object This may have to be 

initialised depending on what the function is expected to do The neatest way to do this is to
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derive a class of Sources from one of the four classes to implement the specific class required 

Some examples o f how this is done is included in the source code (srctypes h)

4 3 2 Altering the Model Dynamics

The model is contained in the I n p u t  service ( )  routine Two models have been 

implemented for this report The first, described m section 4 2 3 above, is the straightforward 

simulation The second is the 3-state Markov Model described m the previous chapter The 

implementation o f this model is described here as an example of how different models can be 

implemented

The 3-state model is implemented via a different Input object definition This altered Input 

object has the following structure

• A pointer to a Source object representing the source type for this line

• A flag to identify which o f the three states the Ime is m

• Pomter to a transition matrix for the model

• Pointer to a "next-state" matrix for the model

•  The total number o f cells delivered so far by this mput

• The total number of those cells which were lost due to a full buffer at the multiplexer

•  The total time (m ticks) that this mput has been active

• The total number of separate periods of activity of this mput

The following interface functions differ from those provided by the previous mput object

• An initialiser which allows the source type to be specified This initialisation function 

builds up the transition matrix based on the parameters of the source type The 

particular form of this matrix is not the standard mathematical form Instead the 

probabilities have been re-arranged so that the highest transition probability occurs 

first m each row This allows a much faster algorithm to be used for implementing the 

model The disadvantage of this approach is that a separate matrix (the "next-state" 

matnx) is needed to keep track of which transition relates to which probability entry m 

the m atnx Further, the layout of the matnx is determined by the model and only 

works with the 3-state model that is implemented The mput is randomly initialised to 

be active or inactive
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•  A function service ( )  which represents the passage in time of one tick and changes 

the state of the lme accordingly This function implements the model The function 

operates as follows

generate a random number uniformly distributed m the range 0-1 

Select the row of the transition matrix corresponding to current state 

FOR each element in the row

IF random number lower than element 

BREAK

END FOR

determine next state from next state matrix 

IF state is "active with cell ready"

RETURN cell

ELSE

RETURN no cell

It should be noted that some statistical information is lost usmg this algorithm It is not 

possible to keep track of the number of state transitions for an individual lme without 

some extra processing Although not difficult this would slow down the simulation 

which is already quite slow due to the high proportion of calls to the random number 

generator

Only the functionality of these functions differ from the corresponding ones m the previous 

Input object described The interface to the object remains the same which means that no 

changes need to be made to either the Source or Multiplexer objects to link in this model Other 

models can be implemented in a similar fashion So long as the range o f interface functions 

provided is identical to that in the default Input object the changes will be invisible to all other 

sections of the code

4 3 3 Limitations

The primary limitations on the code are memory and execution speed Each input requires a 

block of memory to control its behaviour, as does each source type and the multiplexer itself 

The larger the buffer m the multiplexer, the more memory is required Depending on the 

number o f  mputs problems begin to arise with buffer lengths of around 500 cells on a PC 

(larger buffers are allowed on a SUN) Similarly there is an upper limit on the number o f mputs 

- although simulations with 3000 mputs have run satisfactorily
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The code has been optimised as much as is possible The run time is directly proportional to the 

product o f the number of ''ticks" and the number of mputs On a PC-386 (33 MHz) the model 

executes at about IO jis per input per tick The 3-state model runs significantly more slowly

It is worth noting that there is generally a run-time overhead associated with OOD This is 

mainly due to the extra work performed resolving object pomters and determining which 

function to call where virtual functions are used This is typically in the region o f  10% (as 

compared to C code) There is one virtual function call in the inner loop o f the simulation This 

could be removed (or taken outside the loop) where performance is critical

The base random number generator used m all the simulation work is due to L ’Ecuyer [E] and 

is a combined linear congruential generator with a period of 2 3x1018 Consequently care 

should be taken about run lengths which may exceed this value There are approximately R 

calls to the m g for a constant bit rate source where R  is

(Number of lines x total simulation time in ticks)/(Mean ticks active x 2)

For a variable bit rate source this number increases by a factor approximated by the mean 

number o f cells delivered per active period But for the Markov implementation the number o f 

calls is approximately the number of ticks m the simulation by the number of lines

The geometric random number generator used is derived from an example given by Luc 

Devroye [D] and requires just one call to the uniform random number generator per call

[E] P L  Ecuyer, "Efficient and Portable Combined Random Number Generators", Communications o f the
ACM Vol 31, No 6, June 1988

P>1 Luc Devroye, Non Uniform Random Vanate Generation , p 87, Springer-Verlag, 1986
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5. Queueing Behaviour and Multiplexer Resourcing

5.1. Introduction

The models outlmed m chapter 3 all try and determine the nature o f multiplexer behaviour m 

two modes, burst and sub-burst queuemg In this chapter a more detailed look is taken at this 

queue behaviour and m particular, a simple method of determining the required buffer size is 

mtroduced The results show that it is not feasible to try to buffer burst mode packets m large 

systems, while sub-burst mode queues can very easily be handled

5.2. Coping with Burst Mode Queues

5 2 1 Distribution of Active Lines

In section 3 4 2 above a two-state Markov Model for representing a single lme (in macro-view, 

l e without considering distribution of cell arrivals within a block) was presented Here we use 

this model to consider the superposition of N  such lmes and consider the steady-state 

probability o f a particular number n lines bemg active, p(«)

The probability o f any single lme bemg active is given by the ratio of active time to mactive 

time (r) which is equivalent to (a f(a+ d )) m the model Thus

For the voice source presented in chapter 3 the probability of a lme bemg active is 0 35 The 

function p(n) for N  inputs of this type is shown m figure 5 1

This distribution forms the basis from which we can derive an idea of the critical region o f 

operation The critical region is here defined as that region whereby burst-mode queue length is 

bounded and of the same order as sub-burst queue lengths The requirement that the queue 

length be bounded (m the sense that it does not go off to infinity) implies that the system is 

stable and burst-mode behaviour does not occur for long periods O f course it is necessary that 

the queue length be such that the mean cell delay is acceptable and this also forces an upper 

bound on the queue length What is needed is some function relating N  to S  so that, given 5, it 

is possible to define an N  whereby maximum multiplexer gam is achieved without significantly 

increasing the probability o f packet loss The probability of burst mode is given by

p(w) =  P[az lmes are active] P[7V- n lmes are mactive]
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A  (N \
P[BurstMode] = P[n>S] = I r" ( l- r )

«=5+1 ^

The sub-burst region is that region for 

which n < S  Any value of N  will have 

an associated probability o f burst mode 

behaviour It remains to be determined 

what probability o f burst mode will lead 

to acceptable burst-mode queues

N- n

Fig 5 1 Distribution of active lmes for various N

5 2 2 Burst Mode Queuing

A definition o f the critical region can be obtained if  we consider a multiplexer with a fixed 

buffer size B  We assume that bc slots are required for the cell component leavmg bfo slots for 

the overflow element When the system is m burst mode (n - S) excess cells are delivered every 

block The burst mode is transient, lastmg for a value of t  blocks, and the number o f active 

lines will reach a value nmax before retreating to a value less than S  The mean number o f 

excess cells delivered per block while m burst mode is

c =
'm a *

n =S+ l

-  s

m (1 ~ r) N - n . - s

Fig 5 2 shows two possible profiles for an excursion mto burst mode In Fig 5 2a a typical 

profile is shown Fig 5 2b shows a "best case" excursion For this best case situation we can 

approximate the number of excess cells per block by

- S

In the more typical case o f fig 5 2a, the mean number of excess cells per block will be higher 

than this approximation It is useful, though, to look at this "best case" situation to gam an 

understanding o f the burst mode queue behaviour
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no o f active lines

Fig 5 2a Typical Burst mode excursion

no o f  active lines

F ig  5 2b  ^ e a P  B u rst m ode excursion

Since the system is m burst mode for r  blocks we have the condition that

” m“  S  W ib ,

which leads to the following relationship for the maximum number o f active Imes which can be 

permitted for a given buffer size

r

where nmax and r  are dependent random variables

The number of lmes we can support is dependent on t ,  and m particular is dependent on the 

typical length o f a burst mode excursion, T  To evaluate 7  it is useful to refer back to the N  

state Markov model for the system descnbed m section 3 4 3 This is represented by an NxN  

state transition matrix where

p(m ,n) =  ^
1= m a x ( 0 / i -  N +  m )

(l-d)'rf"-''N - m >
,  n - l  ,

a" N  -  m  -  n  + I

The vector n  consistmg of the column vector of elements {p(0), p (l) , p(iV) } is the 

stationary probability vector of this process where the p(/z) is defined at the beginning of this 

chapter We are only interested in whether the system is m burst mode or not We can therefore 

partition the matrix into four regions
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p ( N - \ ,S + \ )  

P (N ,S + 1)
p ( N - \ , N - \ )

p ( N ,N - \ )

p ( N - \ ,N )  

p (N , N ) _

We can collapse this entire model into a two state model where the states correspond to burst 

mode and sub-burst mode which has a 2x2 transition matrix

P ' = Poo Po\ 

^10 Pu.

The model resultmg from combining states m a Markovian model like this is generally not 

Markovian, however we can still denve the transition matrix from the original model [W] 

Because the ongm al process has a stationary probability vector the new process also does

The element p(n) of this vector can be viewed as the number of visits to state n per unit time 

The elements of P  can be viewed as the fraction of these that are transitions from state m  The 

fraction of transitions across the partition of states must be the same, regardless o f any 

Markovian behaviour, therefore we can interpret the elements py in terms o f the ongm al 

elements as follows

Pv
all states in  1

(fraction of transitions from state m e / )  (fraction of transitions which are from m  to state n  e j ]

v ^  (fraction of time spent in any state e i )

which is equivalent to

_  y  P[system was m m] P[ transition from m to n  e j ]  

P,J aU stir1™ e, P[system is in any state e  i]

Therefore we can denve the elements of the collapsed matnx from P  as follows
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o«- Z if S l r » 1“ ipi”ssi ■ 2 > "
m<,S n > S  *■ J m<,S

m>£ n̂ S m>5

ro > £  n > S

p(m )p(m ,ri)  
P[m > S]

, where P[m > S] = ^  p (m )
m>5

The two divisors used in these summations are the elements of the stationary probability matrix 

for the new process

It remains to be seen whether the new process is Markovian A model resultmg from the 

collapsing o f a larger Markovian model will only be Markovian if the probability o f remaining 

m state i is independent o f which sub-state m e  i the system is in [B] Or, more formally, if

P.. = ^  Pnm for all n e  jij nm J

This is not the case here where the probability of exitmg sub-burst mode increases as more lines 

are active That is to say

/  \ f

Z p ™ f o r"  * s * V  P' for n «  Srun

vm e » J \m e i

However, we have made the assumption that the system is stable, which is equivalent to saying 

that it spends most o f its time m sub-burst mode (state 0 of the derived model) The large 

model transition matrix typically takes the following form

X Y Z *

Y X Y z
Z Y X Y Z 0

Z Y X Y Z
Z Y X Y Z

Z Y X Y Z
Z Y X Y z

Z Y X Y Z
0 Z i y X Y Z

z Y X Y Z
Z Y X Y

. Z Y X
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Here the diagonal (X) values are close to 1 (with the maximum occurring close to the partition 

for the heavily loaded system under consideration) The values on either side drop off quickly 

and tend to 0 This diagonal form becomes more pronounced as N  gets large As the system 

tends towards a more diagonal form the behaviour of the collapsed model becomes more 

M arkovian It is therefore reasonable to state that, in the operation region o f mterest, 

excursions to the burst state will be strongly Markovian and thus the burst mode excursion time 

will be dominantly geometric with mean given by the inverse of p 10 So,

1r  a —
/>10

Relating this back to the question of how many active lmes we can support gives us

" m a x  £  2P l 0b b + S

In other words, nmax is linear with respect to but with a slope o f 2p]0, assuming an "ideal" 

excursion profile p  is very low, m the area of mterest, (m the order o f 10  3 or less) and 

tends to 0 as N  gets large

It should be remembered that nmax here is taken from a "best case" assumption for the 

excursion In general this will not be true, the mean number of cells delivered per block while 

m burst mode will be higher than assumed here and a larger buffer will be required

5 2 3  Effect o f the CLT

Given that P[loss] is approximated by P[w >  wmar], it is obvious that we can improve P[loss] 

by mcreasmg the buffer size However, we gam only small improvements for large buffer 

sizes Further, as N  increases, p 10 decreases reducmg the effect o f any buffer This means that 

although buffers strongly benefit performance of small systems they have little or no effect on 

large systems once a buffer large enough to accommodate cell level queues exists This result 

could have been anticipated from fig 5 1

As N  increases fig 5 1 shows that the ratio of the variance to the mean decreases Assuming 

that S  as a proportion of N  remains constant this means that for very high N  the two state 

process tends towards

In other words the process will remain in whatever state it starts off m The result o f the last 

section is saymg that, given that the process starts off in sub-burst mode, the probability of it
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going into burst mode decreases as N  increases (with fixed N/S) However, if  burst mode is 

entered the state will persist It is therefore impractical to buffer the excess cells It should be 

noted that this applies only to large N, typically 5000 or more

In chapter 6 simulation results will show the effect o f buffer size on small systems, and will 

also demonstrate the scaling effects implied by fig 5 1

As a final comment this result shows that, from a resourcing pomt of view, it is best to choose 

N  such that the P [n>S] is less than the desired probability of loss Figure 5 3 shows the 

relationship between multiplexer gam and the period of the multiplexed signal under this 

stipulation for various probabilities o f n > S  This graph was extracted from the results for fig 

5 1 by taking cross-sections along four probabilities The levelling out o f the gam is evident

O 100 200 300 400 500 ©OO TOO 800 900
S (teks)

Fig 5 3 Multiplexer Gam versus S  for various burst mode probabilities

5.3. Sub-burst Queueing

5 3 1 A Scaling Mechanism

In the previous section it was assumed that the buffer B  had a burst and cell component This 

section takes a b n ef look at the bounds on sub-burst queues and the effect o f scaling N  upwards

If  N and S are scaled upwards proportionately, but the mean am val rate per lme per block is 

kept constant, then the jo in t distribution o f arrivals at any finite number m o f ticks within the 

same block approaches that o f m mdependent Poisson variables with mean p ([K T], [D])

Because the queue must be empty at least once in every block we lose sight o f the long term 

correlations In the terminology of [SW] we work on a short timescale, by scalmg the typical 

correlation time S  with N  Thus one expects that m sub-burst mode the queue length would be
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reasonably well described by that o f a queue with M/D/1 am vals, (although as the mean p

Q u a y s  L e n g t h  

Fig 5 4 Sub-Burst Queue Component for Various S

approaches 1 excursions mto burst mode will become more likely)

In effect, the sub-burst queue component is mdependent of N  by this scaling mechanism (fig 

5 4) [CDC]

When considering the effect o f mcreasmg N  we need to consider what happens to the model 

dynamics In particular we want to preserve correlations between arrivals Using a tick as the 

unit o f time we can identify the important parameters S  the inter cell arrival penod, N  the 

number of lines, 7^ the mean number of ticks spent active and T$ the mean number o f ticks 

spent m silence We need to scale with S  m order to maintain correlations This is best done 

by ensuring that the mean number of cells delivered per active penod, C 4, remains constant 

As we scale S  upwards we also need to mcrease N

This approach has been tested by simulation and the results demonstrate the veracity o f the 

argument Fig 5 4 shows the sub-burst mode queue component for vanous values of S  To 

ensure that no burst mode operation occurred p  was maintained at about 0 5 The simulation 

ran for over 10,000,000 samples For 5  m the range 100-500 there is almost no visible 

difference between the cell distnbutions This is as expected For S  o f 50 some deviation is 

visible In fact this deviation becomes more and more pronounced as S  decreases This occurs 

because N  is also decreasing (m this case N /S  « 1 4 )  As N  decreases the effect o f the CLT 

becomes less pronounced Individual line activity influences the result more and more Fig 5 5 

shows how the queue distnbution vanes as p  mcreases for a given S  Fig 5 5a shows the result
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of burst mode operation, with the queue distribution becoming uniform for all queue lengths 

beyond a small value (for an infinite buffer)

Fig 5 5 Queue Distribution for Various p

This result is interesting because it allows results taken from small scale systems to be 

extrapolated to large systems - the sub-burst queue behaviour remains the same (for a given p) 

However, N  does not mcrease linearly with 5, but increases at a faster rate The requirement is 

to ensure that the burst mode probability remains constant (If we were to scale N /S  such that it 

remained constant it would not be possible to extrapolate burst mode behaviour o f small scale 

models to that o f large models since the region of operation would have changed, even though 

p has stayed the same) So, although it is safe to extrapolate sub-burst queue behaviour from 

small models, care must be taken when dealing with burst mode behaviour

5.4. Conclusion

In this chapter it has been shown that coping with burst-mode behaviour for large systems by 

adding large buffers is not practical, even for an ideally behaved system It has also been shown 

that the important aspects o f multiplexer queues can be examined usmg reduced scale models, 

so long as the scaling mechanism preserves the correlations of the ongm al processes The 

behaviour o f the ongm al system is not totally preserved however In particular, as the number 

o f input lines is scaled down (regardless of S) the effect o f the law of large numbers becomes 

less pronounced Thus the probability o f entenng burst mode will be higher for a given ratio of 

N  to S  It is essential then to ensure that the scaled values have the same probability o f burst 

mode

These results show that models can be tested usmg much smaller systems than normally 

expected m "real-life", allowing greater efficiency m terms of simulation time In the next
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chapter various aspects o f system behaviour shall be examined in detail, utilising scaled 

simulations
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6. Evaluation of Multiplexer Performance

6.1. Introduction

This chapter presents a selection o f results from an extensive set o f simulation runs The results 

show the multiplexer performance under various conditions of load and traffic type

There are five parameters which can reasonably be expected to affect multiplexer behaviour 

These are traffic density (load), burstiness of traffic, multiplexer load (1 e gam), multiplexer 

buffer length, and input source mix The parameters of mterest are the probability of cell loss, 

the queue length probability distribution function and the mean queue length Side issues which 

are also interesting are the stability of the model m terms of sensitivity to initial conditions 

These parameters are presented over the following sections

The reference source used in all simulations was a constant bit rate on/off source scaled to 

represent a voice source Unless otherwise stated the simulation parameters were

Mean cell interam val time S  =  100

Activity ratio r  =  0 35

Mean cells per active burst =  53

Number of inputs N  =  dependent on load requirement

Buffer length =  300

Each simulation was run over 1,000,000 ticks representing approximately 3 seconds o f real 

time operation The buffer length of 300 used represents a buffer o f about 6000 cells m  a more 

realistic situation This is larger than would be expected (due to the resulting cell delays) but is 

necessary in order to reflect the fact that the loads used in the simulation are also higher than 

could be sustained m a real situation The reason for this is that the simulations aim to evaluate 

sensitivity to various parameters as opposed to actual loss probabilities Because o f the short 

runs ( 1 ,000,000 samples) it is necessary to enforce cell loss probabilities o f 0 0001 or greater 

In realistic circumstances the loss should be 10“̂  or better The simulations examines trends, 

not absolute behaviour

6.2. Presentation of Results

6 2 1 Sensitivity to p

Fig 6 1 shows how mean queue length is affected by p (This graph is extrapolated from the 

data from a single senes o f runs with different load) In this case an infinite buffer was 

assumed The system can comfortably support loads up to about 0 9 without any significant
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queue build-up The queues start to build up very rapidly above 0 95 as the system wanders 

into burst mode with more frequency and greater duration

It is interesting to look at the probability of cell loss as p increases To do this a finite buffer 

must be chosen For this set o f results a buffer length of 3S  (300) was chosen (The significance 

of the buffer length on performance is discussed later) Figure 6 2 shows P[Ioss] v p This 

graph is an average of three separate runs for a CBR source, each with a different random 

number generator seed Here a similar characteristic is observed as would be expected (Further 

runs would be required to produce a smoother characteristic)

Fig 6 3 shows the queue pdfs obtained m two of the runs used to generate the previous graphs 

Here the effect o f burst mode can clearly be seen For the lower load the queue never exceeds 

sub-burst levels For the higher load, though, occasional excursions mto burst mode have 

occurred Note that the buffer length of 300 is adequate to cope with these At this kind o f level 

o f S  buffering greatly improves system performance

Smce we are primarily interested m the area close to burst mode the rest o f this discussion will 

concentrate on high ( > 0 9 )  traffic intensities

o
w>

W>

7 5 O O 8 5  0  5
R ho

Fig 6 1 Queue length as a function of p
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Fig 6 2 P[loss] as a function of p
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Fig 6 3 Typical pdfs for CBR source for different loads
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6 2 2 Sensitivity to Burst Length

It is not sufficient to simply define the activity ratio r of a source and expect all sources o f that 

ratio to perform equally It is possible that the actual length of the active burst will affect the 

behaviour o f the system Long bursts will tend to reduce the probability o f a change in the 

number o f lines active from block to block thereby increasing the tendency o f a system to 

remain m burst mode Short bursts should improve system throughput

To examine just how much this parameter affects performance several runs were made with 

differing burst lengths In each case S = 100, r = 0 35 and the mean number of cells delivered 

per burst was varied A buffer length of 300 was used and the simulation run for 1,000,000 

ticks

Figures 6 4 and 6 5 show the comparative queue pdfs for a constant bit rate source for various 

values of burst length The range of burst length is from a mean of 5 cells per burst up to 1000 

cells per burst The results show that system performance is relatively insensitive to burst 

length Although some slight improvement (to burst level queues) at low burst lengths is 

noticeable this quickly disappears and for burst lengths of greater than 50 cells/burst there is 

little or no difference The clearest indications of this are given by the run statistics for each 

tnal which show little correlation between burst length and mean queue lengths Indeed the 

fluctuations that do occur are well within the bounds of random variations for this run It would 

be necessary to run multiple simulations with the same parameters and different random number 

seeds to extract with any certainty any sensitivity that may exist

However one element which did come from the simulations is that it is possible to achieve 

slightly higher gam with sources of shorter burst lengths To maintain a mean p as required it 

was necessary to mput 260 sources of burst length 5 as opposed to 243 sources of burst length 

50 This slight improvement disappeared for burst lengths greater than 50 It is not possible to 

draw any conclusions from this smce that gam is small enough to be within the range of 

random error Further investigation would be necessary to evaluate whether this is a general 

feature o f short burst sources
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Fig 6 4 Queue pdf for various values of mean burst length (cells/burst) for p 
(CBR) source The general statistics for this run were

0 85 for a voice

cells/burst Queue P PJloss] %age burst time
5 2 24 0 847 0 3
10 2 63 0 853 0 3
50 2 82 0 848 0 2
100 4 52 0 840 0 2
500 2 76 0 845 0 2
1000 1 85 0 848 0 1

^  1 x 10"2

©
c l  1x1 Or3

1x1 Gf*

O 50 100 150 200 250 300
Quay© Length

Fig 6 5 Queue pdf for vanous values of mean burst length (cells/burst) for p »  0 95 for a voice 
____________________ (CBR) source The mean statistics for this run were
cells/burst Queue P Pflossl %age burst time

5 18 85 0 947 0 28
10 39 70 0 956 0 000408048 31
50 63 60 0 955 0 00512033 29
100 46 52 0 944 0 00343698 23
500 52 82 0 940 0 00455527 19
1000 71 23__ 0 953 0 00428106 25
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6 2 3 Sensitivity to Buffer Length

In chapter 5 it was shown that the multiplexer gam is relatively insensitive to buffer length Fig 

6 6 shows how buffer length affects performance for a given gam value for several values of p 

In this case S = 10 0 , N  = 273, 286 and 290 respectively (for increasing p) and the mean burst 

length was 53 cells The resultmg p values are 0 95, 0 97 and 0 99 The graph shows the cell 

loss probability averaged over 5 runs for buffer lengths of 0 , 20, 50, 10 0 , 300, 500, 1000 and 

2000 cells (with diffenng random number seeds) The results clearly show the two regions of 

operation For buffer lengths less than 20 the probability o f loss is very high due to losses even 

at cell level But from 20 onwards there is a small but steady decrease in cell loss probability as 

the buffer length mcreases The improvement m performance is quite significant - a factor o f 

ten for each 105 cells added This is not surprising for the low values o f N  used here As N  

mcreases the rate of improvement also mcreases which is m agreement with the arguments m 

chapter 5 However, for larger S  the mean time spent m burst mode will mcrease (for a given p 

) which reduces the sensitivity to buffer length As p tends towards 1 the slope o f this line tends 

towards 0 showing a reduced sensitivity to the buffer length

With every increase in buffer length the corresponding mean cell delay also mcreases, until a 

steady-state value is reached The steady-state value will only be reached when the buffer length 

is sufficient to prevent any cell loss Otherwise, the mean queue length will be distorted by the 

finite buffer Fig 6 7 shows the mean delay as a function o f buffer size for the traffic 

intensities (The mean delay has been calculated by taking the mean queue lengths and 

multiplying by the deterministic service time of 2 7|xs) The delays for this run are quite 

reasonable However, if  applied to a realistically large system the effect is to mcrease the 

absolute value of the (burst) queue and therefore the delay (The charactenstic remains the 

same) The delay caused by sub-burst queues is unaffected due to the consistency o f sub-burst 

behaviour as the size of the system mcreases

The mean delay is the upper limiting factor on the buffer size It is expected that the overall 

network delay (end-to-end) will not be allowed to be more than 10ms The delay per node will 

be significantly less than this
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Fig 6 7 Mean Delay as a function of buffer length
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In chapter 5 some consideration was given to the problem of scalmg In this section more 

detailed results are presented for the sensitivity of the system to scalmg By scalmg m this sense 

we mean increasing the cell m ter-am val time S  It is intended to keep the mean traffic mtensity 

for each line the same, therefore the mean number of cells delivered per burst is maintained 

constant Two scalmg mechanisms are considered In the first, N  and S  are scaled linearly In 

the second N  mcreases at a faster rate in order to compensate the CLT effect and maintain a 

constant probability o f loss

The sensitivity o f behaviour to this type of scalmg depends on which region o f activity we are 

most interested m In chapter 5 a typical pdf for the sub-burst queue distribution for a range o f 

S  was shown Fig 6 8 gives a further proof of the relative insensitivity o f the sub-burst mode 

queues to this kind of scalmg Here the mean sub-burst mode queue length is plotted as a 

function of S  Clearly the sub-burst behaviour is not sensitive to the scalmg of N  and S

As we scale up linearly though, a change appears Fig 6 9 shows the probability o f  cell loss 

for a mean p of 0 93 (This graph is taken from three sets o f simulations with differing random 

number generator seeds ) The table shows other results from the run Although the load 

remains constant a change in multiplexer behaviour occurs For the low values o f S  the system 

operates mainly in burst mode As S  mcreases a changeover takes place and the system reverts 

back to sub-burst mode behaviour The percentage of time spent m burst mode decreases from 

almost 50 % down to 0 The mean queue length reflects this with high queues (relative to S) 

occurring while the system experiences burst mode and levelling out to a steady-state value as 

burst mode activity disappears The buffer length for this run was 50 cells m order to ensure 

that cell level queues would be catered for but that almost no burst level behaviour would be 

tolerated (for higher S)

This result is important m that it raises questions about trying to extrapolate system behaviour 

for a given load from small models to large ones It also is encouraging in that it points to the 

improvements in performance which are possible on the larger scale

6  2 5 Sensitivity to S /N  in  B urst M ode

In order to extrapolate burst mode behaviour from small models it is necessary to scale N  non- 

Imearly with 5 The scaling must be done so that the probability o f burst mode remains 

constant Figs 6 10  and 6 1 1  shows the effect when the system is scaled like this If  the 

scalmg is done to keep the load constant, then the probability o f loss decreases with increasing 

S  If  the scalmg is done so that the probability of loss is constant then the load mcreases (and 

multiplexer efficiency improves) Note the increase in queue lengths m the table with fig 6 10

6 2 4 Sensitivity to S/N  in Sub-Burst Mode
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As the number of inputs mcreases so does the mean (sub-burst) queue, even though the 

probability of loss is constant In a practical situation the probability of loss would be held at a 

much lower value

It can be concluded from this that the system is partially sensitive to S/N  when burst mode 

behaviour is being considered This is, m fact, a consequence of the results discussed m the 

previous chapter The important factor is N  As N  mcreases the probability o f entering burst 

mode decreases The ratio o f active to inactive lines will tend to remain close to the activity 

ratio As long as S  is significantly higher than this there is little chance of burst mode 

However, if burst mode should occur, it will persist for a relatively long time
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Fig 6 9 Mean Queue versus S for a fixed Load with a 

(CBR) source The general mean statistics for this run were

2000

S N Queue P Pfloss] %age burst time
10 27 14 19 0 938 0 049676 47
20 54 14 89 0 946 0 034791 43
50 134 13 93 0 949 0 0184164 33
100 269 10 49 0 935 0 00724529 20
200 537 7 32 0 933 0 00235039 10
500 1343 6 37 0 933 0 000798895 4
1000 2686 6 46 0 933 1 312^8x10 N/A

2000 5371 6 18 0 932 7 51131x10 6 N/A
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S (tucks)
Fig 6 10 P[loss] under two different scaling mechanisms for a (CBR) source The fixed
load results come from the results for fig 6 10 above The statistics for the fixed Loss results

are
s N Queue P P[loss] %age burst time

50 129 8 20 0 905 0 00723982 20
100 269 10 49 0 935 0 00724529 20
200 550 12 05 0 957 0 00555728 20
500 1415 16 05 0 979 0 00586067 22
800 2240 18 17 0 986 0 00620393 22

S  (ticks)

Fig 6 11 Traffic Load for the loss probabilities o f fig 6 10
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6 2 6 M ixed Intensity Sources

In a real situation it is extremely unlikely that all sources attached to a multiplexer will be 

homogenous It is possible to artificially create a homogenous scenario by breaking up the total 

available bandwidth mto separate bands, each of which is allocated to only one type o f source 

However, this scenario can only be applied to the situation where each source type has a 

separate buffer Although this is an interesting situation (especially since it is not clear how the 

multiple buffers affect each other given that only one cell from one buffer can be served m a 

tick) it is beyond the scope o f this report (Extendmg the software to examine this situation 

would not be d ifficu lt)
r

An alternative situation is where a mixture of traffic sources share a smgle buffer This mixture 

can take two forms - either a mixture of sources of the same type but with differing traffic 

intensities or a mixture of sources o f different type The latter situation is examined m the next 

section This section looks at a mixture of similar sources with different traffic intensities

There are many questions which can be addressed here One of the most basic ones is how the 

traffic mixture affects performance To evaluate this the system performance under three 

different traffic mixtures was examined Four sources were mixed All had a mean burst length 

o f 53 cells/burst and an activity of 0 35 For source type A, S  = 4, B, S = 10, C, S  = 50 and 

for type D, S  = 100

Figure 6 12 shows a typical pdf for the queue for three mixtures of "voice-like" (CBR) sources 

for p of about 0 83 Also shown is a typical pdf for a similar traffic intensity for both the 

highest and lowest intensity sources m the mix The performance o f a mixture lies between the 

bounds provided by a homogenous collection of the highest (as an upper) and lowest (as a 

lower) mtensity sources The performance of a mixture is dominated by the high intensity 

sources Mix 2, which is heavily weighted towards the high mtensity sources, has the worst 

performance Mix 3, although performing better than the other mixes (it has only 5 high 

mtensity "sources), still performs significantly worse than traffic free o f high-intensity sources 

These results are intuitive, clearly higher mtensity traffic puts greater load on the multiplexer 

The performance for a mixture will fall somewhere m between that for homogeneous traffic of 

the highest and lowest intensities However, high mtensity lmes have a disproportionate effect 

on the performance

It should be noted that from the results o f section 6 2 2, the sensitivity o f the system to source 

intensity decreases once the mtensity is above a certain level Therefore one would expect that 

adding sources with a period o f 300 to sources with a penod of 1000 would have relatively 

little effect
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Fig 6 13 shows the same graph for higher intensity traffic (0 94) Here the difference between 

the mixes is not as obvious This implies that burst mode behaviour for a mixture is not 

significantly affected by the mixture type

This results suggest that care must be taken when addmg high mtensity sources to a 

multiplexer A small number of high mtensity sources will tend to drive the multiplexer mto 

burst mode earlier, even though the load remains the same

6  2 7 M ixed T raffic  Types

Ultimately the B-ISDN network will carry a large range o f traffic types where not only the 

source mtensity but also the statistical behaviour will be different Although a full analysis of 

the interaction of deterministic and non-determmistic arrivals on the multiplexer queue is 

beyond the scope of this report a quick look at some simulation results is worthwhile as an 

indicator o f this behaviour

Fig 6 14 shows a typical pdf for several variations of mixed traffic types Here the mtensity of 

the sources is comparable (S  =  100) but the mixture ratios differ The ratio o f voice to source 

(m percentage) as respectively 20 80, 50 50, and 80 20 The results are inconclusive Although 

the VBR source tends to have slightly worse performance, the combmation of mixes are 

mterleaved Further analysis would be required using longer simulation runs to establish how 

sensitive performance was The system seems to be relatively insensitive to the mixture, 

certainly m comparison to its sensitivity to source mtensity

Quay© LengtDi
Fig 6 12 A sample distribution for mixed sources (p « 0 83) The mixture is as

follows
Source types A B C D
Distribution o f sources in mix 1 2 7 33 67
Distribution o f sources in Mix 2 4 9 16 31
Distribution of sources m Mix 3 1 4 51 90 1
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Fig 6 13
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Qu©u© Length 
A sample distribution for mixed sources (p 

follows

3 0 0

0 94) The mixture is as

Source types A B C D
Distribution of sources m mix 1 2 7 38 86

Distribution of sources m Mix 2 4 11 19 35
Distribution of sources m Mix 3 1 6 49 99

L@mo1th

Fig 6 14 Companson o f typical pdfs for mixed traffic types
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6.3. Evaluation of Model Performance

6 3 1 Three Models

W ith the introduction o f the 3-state model m chapter 3 we have three different models In the 

first instance we have a "brute-force" simulation of a bursty CBR source, with deterministic 

m teram val times The second situation is a "brute-force" simulation o f a bursty VBR source 

with geometric mtercell am val time distribution The third model is the 3-state model 

descnbed m chapter 3 These models all differ m their characteristics This section takes a look 

at the relative performance of these models, with particular reference to the 3 -state model

Fig 6 15 shows the comparative performance for the voice, VBR and model loss probabilities 

as a function of p It can be seen that the performance is very similar The VBR source shows 

the worst performance with consistently higher loss probabilities This is consistent with 

removmg the deterministic mter am val times of the packets m the Markov model, the resultmg 

system  displays more "randomness” In essence the block level charactenstics of the system are 

reduced as are the correlations m the am val stream The resultmg traffic behaviour is more 

Poissoman The 3-State model seems to perform similarly to the CBR model This is not 

expected smce it simulates the VBR model However, further runs show the pdf o f the model to 

be consistently worse than that o f the voice (the sample pdfs m figs 6 16 and 6 17 show this 

effect) Fig 6 15 shows the average loss of three runs taken over 9 values for p Although this 

is sufficient to show the broad similarity between the model behaviours it would be necessary 

to run further simulations to produce a truly accurate picture of the differences

In fig 6 18 the comparative sensitivity to buffer length for the models is shown This 

demonstrates that the models behave very closely The VBR and the 3-state model are almost 

identical, showing losses which are consistently about twice that for the voice source The rate 

of decay of the loss is comparable

Rh©

Fig 6 15 Comparative performance of models
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Fig 6 16 Queue Length pdf for p » 0 85
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Q u e u e  L©n@|ih

Fig 6 17 Queue Length pdf for p *  0 95

0  100  2 0 0  3 0 0  4 0 0  5 0 0  6 0 0
Buffier

©00 tOOO

Fig 6 18 P[loss] versus buffer length for different models
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6 3 2 Model Convergence

One important aspect o f behaviour is the sensitivity of the system to initial conditions This 

affects whether radically different behaviour will occur given a particular starting pomt This 

has a bearing on simulation runs smce no general conclusions can be drawn from randomised 

runs if the system exhibits gross sensitivity to particular states The issue is, how quickly does 

the model converge to a reliable result7

Another way of looking at this is to examine the memory m the system m order to determine 

how long a particular initial condition persists In all the simulation runs the system was 

deliberately kicked off m a (random) state which was close to the expected steady-state 

condition (This is not strictly true All runs began with a queue length of 0 which would 

simulate the state o f the system after a prolonged period of sub-burst mode activity This is 

acceptable where burst mode is transient ) As part o f the simulation run a periodic check was 

kept on the error between the current pdf of the queue and one taken at a previous instant (m 

practise this was done ten times m every simulation at regular intervals) For a stable system it 

would be expected that the error between the current picture and the previous one would 

decrease at first and then fluctuate around a steady (small) value The overall error (that is the 

error between the initial check and the current one) will tend to decrease to zero over time The 

rate of decrease o f this error gives an indication of the sensitivity of the system, or the rate at 

which the simulation converges to a reasonably reliable value

Fig 6 19 shows sample convergence rates from two CBR simulation runs, one for 1,000,000 

ticks (2 7s of real time) and one for 10,000,000 ticks (27s of real time) Here the total error is 

plotted agamst the number o f tenths of execution time It is mterestmg to note that although the 

error rate is comparable after 2 7 secs m both runs, there is not a significant improvement by 

running the system for a further 24 seconds The initial, shorter run, is sufficient to establish 

the mam trends of the behaviour This is borne out by fig 6 20 which shows the actual pdf 

produced by these two runs It can be seen that the shorter run produces an accurate picture of 

the pdf, but that the longer run "smoothes" it out O f course, the length of the run determines 

the number o f samples and therefore the reliability o f the pdf information For 1,000,000 

samples probability values of 10-5 and below cannot be considered reliable

Because the 3-state model uses a completely different algorithm from the straight simulation it 

is worth checking the convergence rates for this model Fig 6 21 shows that the convergence 

behaviour is similar to the straight model
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Fig 6 19 Convergence behaviour o f the CBR simulation The x axis is the number o f

blocks o f simulation executed where 1 block is the total number o f samples/10
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Fig 6 20 Comparative pdf for 2  7 s and 27s of simulation time
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Fig 6 21 Comparison o f model to CBR convergence
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7. Conclusions and Further Study

7-1 Conclusions

\
7 1 1  Statistical Multiplexing

This study has concentrated on the question of statistical multiplexing as a way o f enhancing 

system performance The question of whether statistical multiplexing will be a feature of ATM 

networks is still not resolved by the CC1TT standards committee There needs to be further 

research into all the issues mvolved However, this study has shown that statistical multiplexing 

is feasible under certain conditions

To address these issues this study concentrated on simulating an idealised network node 

whereby N high  capacity inputs, each carrying a smgle call, are multiplexed onto one output o f 

the same capacity The multiplexer was assumed to have a smgle buffer operatmg as a FIFO 

queue

This multiplexer was simulated m software ( C + + )  utilising several varieties o f idealised 

source The source characten sties were chosen to reflect the behaviour of normal voice By 

analysing the voice source it can be seen that a smgle high capacity (155Mbit) link can carry 

over 2000 active voice lmes simultaneously With statistical multiplexing this implies that a 

theoretical maximum of over 6000 on-line calls could be supported by a smgle multiplexer 

node The simulation runs were designed to examine overall system trends as opposed to exact 

performance figures

It has been shown that a superposition of such sources can be modelled as a Markov chain, but 

that such models tend to be intractable for realistic situations due to the large state-space 

mvolved The standard method of overcoming this problem is to apply these models to a 

smaller state space and try to extrapolate the results to the more realistic situation

Three questions were addressed m the study

What are the problems of buffer resourcing for such a multiplexer7

How does such a multiplexer perform under various conditions7

What are the implications of extrapolatmg results from small models to large models7

As a further issue one particular model was compared to the simulation results and proved to 

offer possibilities for giving an insight into system performance
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7 1 2  Network Resourcing

In chapter 3 an overview of the many varieties of model for the multiplexer was provided 

These models range through various degrees of complexity and stnve to characterise the system 

performance in terms of cell loss probability or mean cell delay It was shown that there are 

two components of the buffer queue, the cell component and the burst component

In chapter 4 a way o f estimating buffer lengths for high traffic conditions was presented 

Although greatly simplified, this approach demonstrates that it is unrealistic to attempt to buffer 

the burst component queue when there is a very large number of mputs

The conclusion drawn on the issue of network resourcing is that it is o f no practical benefit to 

build buffers into multiplexer nodes on the B-ISDN When applymg statistical multiplexing the 

number of mputs should be chosen so that the probability that only S  out o f N  active calls will 

be in talkspurt at a given time is less than the desired cell loss probability of the node 

Buffering sufficient to cope with cell queuing must be provided, but these buffers are relatively 

short

7 1 3  System Perform ance

When considering system performance the sensitivity of behaviour to various source 

characteristics was examined with the following results

L oad  The mean queue length and cell loss probability is highly dependent on traffic load 

For loads up to about 0 85 the system operates in a predominately sub-burst mode and cell 

loss/cell queues are negligible For higher loads excursions mto burst mode take place and 

some cell loss or queue delay is likely However, reasonable system performance is possible up 

to loads of 0 97 Further, performance at high loads improves when the number of mput lmes 

is very high (given that the intensity of each individual line has decreased proportionately)

B urst Length  By burst length here, we mean the average length m time o f an active spurt 

The mtensity of cells per spurt remains constant, but the mean number vanes It was found that 

the system performance is relatively insensitive to variations of this land in the traffic as long 

as overall traffic mtensity remained the same In chapter 3 some o f the problems with defining 

voice characteristics were presented In particular, defining the burst length is very difficult and 

dependent on many factors The results o f the simulation show that, so long as overall activity 

and mtensity is constant, the details o f the voice source are not important A multiplexer will 

work just as well in America as m Japan, despite the vastly different voice characteristics1

B uffer L ength  System performance is affected by buffer length, but the performance 

improvement is not proportional to the buffer size Running a system with no buffer produces
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very large cell losses due to sub-burst losses Once a small buffer (20 % o f S  typically) has been 

provided subsequent buffer size increases produce relatively little performance improvement 

This behaviour becomes more pronounced under higher loads

T raffic  M ixture The system performance is somewhat sensitive to traffic mixture Although 

performance given homogenous sources is easy to control, the addition of high mtensity 

sources adversely affects system throughput This effect is most pronounced for very high 

intensity sources (with interam val times of 10s) and fades away as the mtensity increases This 

is a very important issue for the implementation of statistical multiplexing Since ATM has the 

advantage o f being flexible and of maximising bandwidth it is important that sources can be 

efficiently mixed A further problem is that the total number of high bandwidth sources which 

can be supported is relatively low and the advantage o f statistical multiplexing disappears This 

is the biggest obstacle to implementing statistical multiplexing in the B-ISDN

M odelling The model examined m the simulations is the Markov 3-state model for a 

single lme This model differs significantly from the reference source in that the cell 

m teram val time is not deterministic, but is geometrically distributed with a mean mtercell 

arrival time equal to the deterministic mtercell arrival time of the reference source

The model was found to mirror the behaviour of the simulation closely, although with 

consistently higher loss probabilities Its sensitivity to the various parameters was comparable 

This points to the possibility of usmg the model to obtain an upper bound on the critical system 

performance benchmarks such as cell loss and mean delay

7 1 4  Scaling Issues

The issue o f  scalmg is an important one Early literature concentrated on the small scale 

systems (with N  m the order of 100 and an S  o f tens) which were common then The large scale 

systems to be implemented cannot practically be simulated The tendency is to extrapolate the 

small scale results to large systems In this study the system sensitivity to scalmg was 

examined Here the traffic parameters were scaled so that the mean mtensity remained the 

same, and the mean number of cells per active penod remained the same N  was scaled up with 

the mtercell arrival time Two results were obtained

Firstly, the sub-burst (cell component) behaviour of the system is relatively insensitive to this 

type o f scalmg In fact, sub-burst mode queues remained consistent at all times

Secondly, the burst mode behaviour is highly dependent on the scalmg mechanism used For a 

given load, the system may perform mostly m burst or sub-burst mode depending on S  (not the 

ratio o f N/S) To preserve the burst mode behaviour it is necessary to scale N  non-linearly with 

5, preserving the probability o f burst mode occurring, which will affect the mean load
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The result o f this is that care should be taken when using results from the literature To 

characterise system behaviour it is not sufficient to speak in terms of mean load, or system 

gam It is also necessary to specify the traffic mtensity When extrapolating from a small scale 

system to a realistic system this must be borne in mind However, smce system performance 

generally improves as size increases this is not a critical problem

One way that scaling does become a critical problem is the problem o f mixing source intensities 

described above This results m a complex mixture of burst and sub-burst behaviour High 

mtensity sources will behave with the characteristics of a small system, low mtensity sources 

will behave with the characteristics of a large system

7 1 5  Sum m ary

The results o f this study are as follows

P erform ance A statistical multiplexer is sensitive to source mtensity, the mput traffic 

mixture and the offered load It is not sensitive to variation m the mean burst time so long as 

overall activity remains the same Sensitivity to buffer length decreases with mcreasing number 

o f inputs (as long as mput intensity is reduced accordingly)

R esourcing It is not feasible to provide buffers w  large statistical multiplexers which will 

handle overload conditions For large systems the probable length of an overload burst, coupled 

Supporting mixed traffic types m a statistical multiplexer will be very difficult whereas 

homogeneous sources will be relatively easy The potential multiplexer gain for large systems is 

close to the theoretical maximum

M odels The proposed 3-State model provides a means of assessmg multiplexer performance 

which is close to the performance expected of voice traffic Although the trends are the same 

the actual cell loss values are higher which could allow the model to act as a means o f 

determining an upper bound on performance

The conclusion drawn m this study is that statistical multiplexing is feasible for homogeneous 

sources, or sources of low mtensity The system performance is stable and therefore network 

quality of service can be guaranteed Nodes should be designed such that the probability o f 

more than S  lines bemgs on-line and carrying a talkspurt at any one moment is less than the 

desired node cell loss probability, where S  is the mean cell m teram val time for the sources

The issue is much more problematic when mixed mtensity sources are considered One solution 

might be to utilise the Virtual Circuit capability of ATM and assign different virtual circuits to 

sources o f equal traffic mtensity The low mtensity traffic could be statistically multiplexed
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onto a single virtual circuit with standard full capacity multiplexing used for the high mtensity 

traffic

Finally, the study has shown that results from small scale models can be extrapolated to large 

models once the effect o f the central Limit theorem is taken mto account

7.2 Further Study

7 2 1  Sim ulation Enhancem ent

The simulation code used is stable and efficient The use of object oriented design allows 

reusability o f the code and integration mto other object oriented programs

Although the "brute force" simulation is reasonably fast it is still impractical for large 

simulations (2000 lmes or more) due to time and memory problems Although the memory 

problems can be overcome (using paging) the resulting run times will still be in the order of 

days to obtain absolute cell loss figures for realistic systems One method to overcome this 

problem would be to utilise one o f the several techniques for mcreasing the occurrence o f rare 

events These techniques are not trivial but would greatly enhance simulation performance

The 3-state model implementation is much slower than that for the straight simulation The 

implementation has been optimised as much as is practical usmg a code profiler The slow run 

time is primarily due to the high number of call to the random number generator The random 

number generator used has been optimised as much as possible but still utilises a substantial 

number o f floating pomt operations If another, more efficient, generator is to be used care 

must be taken to ensure that its period can cope with the runs envisaged Chapter 4 discusses 

ways to estimate the number of generator calls required by each simulation run One option 

might be to implement the random number generator used m assembly code, but the resulting 

efficiency gam might not be very significant Some slight improvement would be gamed by 

replacing all calls to the generator by the generator code itself Again the improvement is 

unlikely to be significant

The code can be easily used to examine more complex multiplexer situations An example 

would be a multi-buffer multiplexer, where each buffer serves a collection o f homogenous 

sources This would require addmg a new object which consisted of a collection o f the defined 

multiplexer objects The new object would then service each buffer m turn

The code as it stands has no useful user interface The objects provided form a basis for 

developmg a tool for system resourcing by providing the means o f simulating source and traffic 

mixes A user interface would have to be provided for this, but the objects themselves are 

flexible enough to cope with the variety of situations that the user could desire
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7 2 2 Areas for Further Study

The most complex area encountered m the study was the problem of mixed traffic performance 

Because o f  the huge range of traffic possibilities and mixtures it is difficult to identify the most 

systematic approach which would be fruitful However, this area is very important for the 

practical implementation o f multiplexing

Although some variable bit rate traffic was considered this category will be an important one 

for B-ISDN networks In particular, video sources will provide high mtensity VBR traffic It 

seems likely that statistical multiplexing of this traffic will not be possible due to the mtensity 

and the relatively low number of sources a single link can support but this area requires further 

investigation

The 3-State model could provide insights mto multiplexer behaviour It will be necessary to 

carry out simulations which obtain the absolute values for cell loss under certain fixed 

conditions and then test the model using these
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